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Savings or just a hassle?

It's about time that high-tech and IT companies abandoned India and other far-flung places as their offshore bases.

For over ten years now, many firms, including services and utilities - and even financial institutions - have been flocking to set up offshore operations in India, the Philippines and the like. As they stood in line to select the best location for their operations, they sang the praises of the local workforce: inventive, hard-working, skilled, and above all, cheap.

It appears that this is no longer the case, however. The low-cost base has now turned into a higher-cost, unstable platform, which makes many western firms re-think their strategies. Hidden costs have come from the very places they praised - the workforce. They spend time and money on training, send western managers abroad to carry that out, and after all this, the workforce then leaves in droves after only several months of employment, for marginally better paid jobs elsewhere.

"Training takes time and it costs," said one high-tech executive. "Just about when you make them productive, they leave."

Then, there are the issues revolving around intellectual property (IP) - and in the case of utilities and financial institutions, confidential customer information - that gets "sold on" by local employees after they leave, for small amounts of money. The British daily press report whole databases being sold for as little as £1.

On the other side of the coin, we have the customers who are increasingly becoming dissatisfied with the quality of products and services they are receiving from western companies that have placed operations there. Twenty-four hour service is a good thing if done properly, but not if it leaves the customer frustrated, dissatisfied and angry to the point of giving up on the firm altogether.

Equally, when producing high-tech products, many have complained that not everything is done to spec; in some offshore operations, they are happy to approximate as long as they get the job done. But approximation does not come even close enough. It has to be perfect. This means, more costs in getting products right for the second, third, or indeed umpteenth time.

The lookout for cheaper locations continues, however. Some companies are planning to go even further afield, in places like Vietnam, for example; some are looking closer to home and hoping to get cheap operations in Eastern Europe.

But eventually, all of these benefits will disappear as cheaper-labour countries and their local workforce become more acquainted with the ways of the capitalist western world and how high-tech companies tend to do business.

Indeed, the stream of firms announcing their departure to warmer climates continues. But, the trend is definitely slowing and, hopefully, at some point even come to a halt. Several high-tech companies have been decreasing their involvement there operationally and hoping to leave those areas for good.

Let's hope these firms are followed by the western utility companies and service organisations - it's time we got our western quality back.

Svetlana Josifovska
Editor
As mobile phone companies continue to pack in various applications into a single handset, such as MP3, FM, even, mobile television capabilities—the power drainage on the battery becomes a key requirement for designers to work on. Edinburgh-based Wolfson Microelectronics has come up with a novel—and some would say unconventional—way of solving the power issue in portable devices, by combining Class AB and Class D amplifiers in a single, switchable stereo codec.

"MP3 decode is consuming lower power than it used to, for example. The same goes for headphone drivers also, but to crank up the [sound] volume, you'll need higher current and that's more power. Class AB headphone driver is good for quality and low distortion but it is not so efficient when it comes to power—a bit like an LDO. The solution is to use a more efficient driver technology and the most efficient is Class D switching, non-saturating technology used for high-power audio systems," said Mark Jacob, strategic marketing manager at Wolfson Electronics. Wolfson's solution—the WM8985—uses a closed loop Class D architecture that has a power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) of -70dB at a 3.3V supply voltage. The device then becomes a switchable Class AB/D headphone driver that switches between modes seamlessly, depending on the application the phone is in. There are a few milliseconds when the two modes could be used together, for example when the phone is used in audio mode but it still needs a burst of power to communicate with the base station.

"With this design, you can switch between Class AB and Class D at the same time and you will not notice the difference in [sound] volume [when listening to audio]," added Jacob.

The device includes a built-in audio-enhancement DSP for wind noise filter, notch filter, 5 Band EQ and 3D audio. It supports up to two differential microphone and analogue stereo line inputs, enabling direct mixing from an FM radio, and has two pairs of headphone drivers enabling two users on one audio player. An integrated PLL supports input clock between 9 and 27MHz.

Jacob says that the WM8985 is a unique offering to mobile phone designers and a turning point for the industry. "There's been a reluctance [so far] to use Class D in mobile phones for audio [applications] such as headphone amplifiers, but that's changing," said Jacob.

French firm Aures Technology has launched a colourful series of POS terminals for the retail and hospitality markets. There are no less but eight differently coloured fascias that simply clip onto the terminal itself. In addition to its colourful appearance, Odysse is technologically advanced too. At its heart is the Intel M (mobile) processor and a hard disc drive with a capacity of between 40 and 80GBytes, situated in an accessible, removable drawer. The system has two USB retail ports (12V and 24V) and 14 communication ports, enabling the connection of a complete set of POS additional equipment and peripherals. Odysse is Wi-Fi compatible via the mini PCI slot.

Aures plans to launch a range of complementary products in matching colours, including printers and portable payment systems.
Cell processor is now aimed at embedded applications

Mercury Computer Systems, one of the leading board and system makers in the US, is looking to push IBM's Cell processor into embedded applications, such as medical imaging and video inspection and surveillance systems, in both the US and Europe. The Cell processor already powers the Sony PlayStation 3. Being produced in high volume will help bring its cost down for embedded systems.

This processor uses a new variant of the PowerPC core with the Altivec DSP extension and eight slave cores for "number crunching", particularly for video applications such as rendering data from a scanner in close to real time. IBM also has a demonstration of the Cell processor rendering satellite data into a 3D video 'fly-through' in real time.

To help system developers, Mercury has developed an evaluation system for embedded applications running YellowDog Linux and Eclipse-based open source compilers, and supporting maths libraries and its own middleware software with own APIs.

IBM is still keeping the power consumption of the processor confidential, which makes it difficult to assess its suitability for embedded systems, but a system with the Cell processor, two PowerPCs and PMC mezzanine cards consumes around 400W, says Mercury. This puts the power at around 90W, with around 50Gflops of processing at 3.2GHz, compared to a single core Opteron with 60W at 2.2GHz.

However, some equipment makers are skeptical about the roadmap of the Cell processor and its support over a period of 10 to 15 years needed for industrial systems. There are also no bridge chips available to link it to other parts of the system. Toshiba has a design, but only for internal use, and IBM offers to develop a dedicated ASIC for it through its services business.

However, support for this processor is mounting from other parts of the industry. French equipment maker Thales Computer is working on a design, which is still at the R&D stage.

"It's a bit early; it's a midterm project," said Joe Eicher, US engineering manager at Tales Computer. "There's a lot of software to be ported."

Microscience, Europe's largest microscopy and imaging event, this year will also focus on nanomaterials and nanotechnology. In the keynote session, chaired by Peter Dobson, American and European scientists will discuss how new nano-scaled materials and nano-scale structures can be exploited in new products.

Research sponsored by the National Science Foundation, NASA Vehicle Systems Program, the US Department of Defence and the Chinese Academy of Sciences has found a previously unknown zinc oxide nanostructure that resembles the helical configuration of DNA and could provide engineers with a new building block for creating nanometre-scale sensors, transducers, resonators and other devices that rely on electromechanical coupling. The "nanoheix" structure is part of a family of so-called nanobelts, which have semiconductor and piezoelectric properties.

Limited and Fujitsu Labs have developed a carbon nanotube-based heatsinks for semiconductor chips. It has been found that the use of carbon nanotubes as heatsinks for high-frequency high-power amplifiers successfully achieves heat dissipation and high amplification simultaneously. Carbon nanotubes exhibit superior thermal conductivity and are suitable for use in bumps in the flip-chip structure. The technology uses an iron catalyst coating to grow carbon nanotubes to a vertical length of at least 15 micrometers on the wafer substrate.

NEC Electronics, Sony and Toshiba will jointly develop system LSI process technologies for the 45nm generation. As applications in the digital consumer, mobile and communications areas evolve, there are greater requirements for advanced semiconductors to achieve higher performance and functionality, such as high-speed data processing, as well as lower power consumption and smaller chip dimensions.

The three firms' joint work will take place at the Advanced Microelectronics Center.

Fujitsu is planning a new fab for producing logic chips in 65nm process technology and 300mm wafers. The fab will be constructed at Fujitsu's Mie semiconductor plant in central Japan.

This is Fujitsu's second 300mm fab with capacity for 2007, projected at 10,000 wafers per month (wpm) and maximum capacity reaching 25,000wpm. Operation starts in April 2007.
Not just a pretty face

Tektronix's latest launch of a family of oscilloscopes – the DPO 4000 series for the low end of the market – holds some great new innovations. Apart from being a slick, thin (only 13.7cm in depth), lightweight (5kg) portable system with a large viewing screen, it also has additional features that will help engineers in pursuit of elusive glitches in highly complex signals pinpoint them quickly and with ease.

A feature called Wave Inspector provides the search for certain points/data within the record memory. The controls for it are on the instrument panel itself, unlike with other units where the user needs to go into a set of menus to identify and zoom in on certain events in the memory.

"Interestingly, the Wave Inspector turning knob on the front panel was an idea of our DPO7000 series scopes [development] team. The two teams [DPO4000 and DPO7000] have been discussing ideas and the DPO7000 was so close to launch that the idea could not be used there, but then the DPO4000 team took it and run with it.

So, here it is on this scope and a completely unique and new idea on the market," said Pete Derby, applications engineer at Tektronix.

Wave Inspector further allows the marking of events of interest. A search menu, covering pulse width, rise, bus, rise/fall time etc, allows the user to specify the parameter for each and the instrument automatically finds all events that meet that search criterion. Events could easily then be compared and zoomed into or out of.

The DPO4000 series also has capture and decode of a long stream of serial data for three buses: CAN, I2C and SPI.

With a little help from National Instruments, the scope comes with a signal Express version that allows users to view and handle the scope from their PC.

High-tech firms downscales development in India

Costs of being based in India have soared to the point that western firms are now reducing their operations there or pulling out altogether. Among them are EDA firm Mentor Graphics and AMI Semiconductor.

"Costs of being in India have risen by a factor of five in the last ten years," said Hanns Windele, vice president for Europe at Mentor Graphics.

"It's not worth being there any more."

One main reason for the rising costs is the high employee attrition rate. India is notorious for having employees leave jobs for the smallest increment in salary elsewhere. "We recruit them, train them and in six months, just as they become productive, they leave for a job round the corner that is only slightly better paid," said Windele.

"We are not investing or growing in India any more."

Similarly, European firm AMI Semiconductor inherited operations in India from Alcatel through an acquisition some ten years ago. Alcatel used to develop ADSL products there. "Our centre in India is also becoming smaller," said Sven Ake Shonborg, VP of mixed signal products for Europe and Asia. "Alcatel had 100 engineers there at one point, now there are only about 30."

Instead, Mentor Graphics and other high-tech firms have turned their eyes to Eastern Europe, where they find a highly educated workforce that is unlikely to change jobs as quickly. "The level of education in Eastern Europe is very high and they don't leave you. They are also closer to our customers and markets," said Windele.

Conglomerat Wipro's main role is labour arbitrage in India, where it initially helped western firms with labour outsourcing, followed by outsourcing of call centres and then the outsourcing of processes. Kees Ten Nijenhuys, VP of sales at Wipro Technologies, confirmed that Indian workforce changes jobs frequently but that this is a problem that Nasscom, a trade body and "voice" of the IT software and service industry in India, is trying to address.
The electronics industry will change from being consumer-driven to business-driven as we enter next year. This is the forecast of Malcolm Penn, CEO and key analyst at research house Future Horizons. "Business demand crashed in 2001 and it hasn’t improved so much until now. There haven’t been any serious investments [made by businesses]. But, profits are growing, businesses are getting stronger and more confident and cheque books are getting opened,” he said. “We will see investments in everything for solid manufacturing; in equipment, infrastructure, networks, employing people – everything.”

"Consumer [oriented spending] will not disappear though – it will just slow and it will be overtaken by business spending,” he said.

In the semiconductor business, supply is too close to demand for comfort, warned Penn. "Capacity is tight. If demand increases, there’ll be supply problems,” he said. "If supply is constrained, demand begins to have a distorting effect [on the industry]. So far, investment in capacity is not happening. I don’t know what it takes to tell people [in this business] that they should start investing in capacity.”

Business will lead the way in demand for electronics

In the semiconductor industry, is semiconductor capacity shortage on the horizon?

The electronics industry will grow from half-a-billion US dollars in 2006 to nearly $7bn in 2016. The three primary technologies fuelling this growth will be real-time location systems, disposable RFID sensor systems, including ones in the form of Smart Active Labels (SALs), and sophisticated multi-functional devices.

European patent attorneys are currently in talks with the Chinese government officials over intellectual property (IP) matters. The Chinese delegation wants to learn more about the patent systems in Europe and, in particular, the way in which patent attorneys are regulated. As such, they are visiting the UK, France and Germany, where they meet with the local patent attorney associations.

It is expected that in 2006, US businesses will spend more on wireless voice services than on wireline, says research house In-Stat. Expenditures by enterprise firms (1000 or more employees) on wireless data will grow an average of 18% per year through 2009, reports the firm. According to its researchers, the transformation of telecom spending continues unabated since “the relentless march toward IP-based networks, the unequivocal adoption of mobile solutions and the pervasiveness of broadband have changed the face of business networks”.

ARC launches a video platform

Customisable processor core developer ARC International has taken its 700 core and added specific instructions to it for demanding video, all fitting in a 260k-270k gates.

“We’ve added 105 certain instructions and the SIMD [single instruction multiple data] macro we’ve added to it [the core] accelerates those instructions,” said Derek Meyer, marketing VP at ARC. The 700 core also has the memory management unit (MMU), which a designer can easily do away with if required, which saves some 10k gates. "We are seeing customers saying ‘keep power low even if the gates go up, then we can drive down the clocks’, [the number of gates affect silicon estate and power]. Power is a lot more important than space.”

Depending on the application, ARC’s video sub-system for a 750 core consumes 44mW when decoding D1 H.264, which is considered low in the process-intensive video applications.

ARC Intentional already has an equivalent audio sub-system, which it launched last year. Its roadmap includes further advances made for that subsystem as well as for the newly-launched video subsystem, which will eventually focus on high-definition (HD) applications.
RF test instruments use software-defined radio architecture

Keithley Instruments launched its first ever vector signal generator, part of a new line of RF test instruments. The 2910 RF vector signal generator uses software-defined radio architecture and off-the-shelf components, such as readily available DSPs and FGAs. The software-defined radio architecture replaces functions that used to be done in analogue. Keithley's executives say that this adds speed and flexibility to testing but without the cost associated with customised hardware.

As such, the 2910 settles in 1.5ms and the sync-out source-settled indicator is only set when the source is settled. This eliminates the need to slow down tests by adding wait states to ensure the signal generator has settled. Also, its 64 mega-sample Arbitrary Waveform Generator supports simultaneous loading of multiple signal waveforms and enables switching between such signals in less than 5ms. Fast switching among waveforms is a critical attribute for reducing test time in devices operating within multiple wireless standards, just as faster execution times increases throughput.

The new series of instruments is aimed at all types of RF applications, including establishing protocols for wireless connectivity through WLAN, Bluetooth and WiMax, as well as RFID. "You'll find that the people employing these new types of RF technologies are new to them; this is not the old military crowd dealing with RF any more. That's why the instruments have to be flexible, easy-to-use, low-cost and all the time offer high-quality measurements," Walter Strickler, marketing director at Keithley Instruments.

In the summer, Keithley plans to launch two complementary products — the 2810 RF vector signal analyser and the 3500 portable RF power meter. The price for the 2910 model starts from around £9300.

QinetiQ pushes FPGA interconnect in VME

The embedded board business of UK defence group QinetiQ has teamed up with its US partner TEKMicro to sponsor a new standard for linking FGAs in VME systems. The VITA55 standard will use the Aurora protocol that is used in Xilinx FGAs as a standard way of connecting devices, particularly creating a 'mesh' of processors in a VME rack.

QinetiQ has been working with US partner TEKmicro on the development of systems using Aurora, such as TEKmicro's new Jazz system, and has developed a prototype mesh system with backplane maker Elma Bustronic. Aurora tends to be a point-to-point protocol rather than a bus or switch fabric technology, but being the native protocol for Xilinx FGAs means there is no need for interface or translation chips and has a good latency. It uses a simple FIFO interface to the DSP cores in the FPGA and supports multiple streams on a single link. It would use around 1000 logic slices for 1X interface, plus a block RAM for each FIFO stream, or around 2000 slices for a 4X interface with two block RAMs per FIFO stream.

The VITA55 group is suggesting that Aurora can also be used in other VITA standards such as VXs and VPX as a low overhead point-to-point interconnect protocol for DSP systems, as many DSP cards use Xilinx FGAs anyway. QinetiQ applied the technology in an adaptive beam-forming antenna system, using the Aurora links to feed back the weights for each of the radar segments. These were all connected up on a VXs (VITA41) standard backplane.
Swiss fabless firm NemeriX is readying itself for the era of the GPS-enabled mobile phone with the launch of a low power, small size, inexpensive receiver. The NJ1836A GPS IC, implemented in a 0.13um TSMC CMOS process, is only 7 x 9mm in size. Although NemeriX’s CEO Vincent Mouret would not state its price, he said that most solutions on the market today currently sell between $8 and $9, which, he added, is a price a lot lower than before. “GPS was not consumer oriented [until now]. It was aimed at the automotive sector mainly. Only now there’re solutions that can be consumerised,” he added. “The market will start seeing [GPS receivers] at below $5 in 2007.” NemeriX uses its own power management techniques to lower the power in the receiver to 25mW per fix. The engine runs on the Ceva DSP and it typically shares the memory with the CPU.

Accuracy is 3-5m outdoors and 20m indoors. The next solution from NemeriX will be a single chip GPS receiver, with a fully integrated RF and baseband, in a package of 6 x 6mm. It is likely to be implemented in a 90nm CMOS process. “People are already working on mobile phones with integrated GPS,” said Mouret. “GPS will be in most handsets by 2009-2010.” That estimate is even more optimistic from Chris Ryan, principal analyst at research house Future Horizons. “I think it is only two years away [from now]. It is not the technology that’s the issue [to have these phones on the market sooner] but how the operators will extract money for such services out of users. You’ll have to have the business model for such services in place first.”

Board makers split over future VME standards

Board makers are split over which of the coming switched VME standards to back with products. One, Curtiss Wright Embedded Computing (CCEW), is committing fully to one standard, VPX, for its high performance VME boards for military and aerospace applications, while others are offering a range based on the previous VXS standard. The VPX standard (VITA46) uses all the pins on the backplane for a switching fabric – such as Rapid I/O, Infiniband or Ethernet – rather than a bus structure. This means that it cannot be used in the same backplane with existing VME64 boards. But alongside with existing VME boards. But the P0 connector is limited in the number of connections it can offer and many equipment makers use this for their own protocols. One of the problems has been the slow launch of VXS cards, particularly switch cards, but these are now coming to the market from companies such as Mercury Computer Systems, which has launched a family of VXS products. While CCEW will continue supporting its one existing VXS board, it will not be launching any new ones, said Stuart Dewar, product manager, and all its focus will be on VPX instead. It has announced a 6U VPX board, the VPX6-185 that will ship later in the year. This is a nominal backplane bandwidth of 8GB/s via four Advanced Switching Interconnect (ASI) ports, two PCI Express VITA 42 XMC/PMC sites and Freescale’s 8641 single/dual-core PowerPC processor. However, some companies are seeing a hybrid approach. Backplane maker Elma Bustronic has developed a custom system that has slots for VMENXS and VPX on the same backplane, allowing both standards to be used in a single, custom chassis.
Try to understand the users of the system and how they are likely to use the technology. For example, Europeans prefer direct contact using mobile phones rather than leaving voicemail messages. The opposite is true for North Americans.

Learn as much about the environment in which the technology will go into. For example, in a large warehouse, if pallets were not barcoded, the employees would need to type in all the details every time a pallet is moved.

Learn as much about the likes and dislikes of the company where the technology will be used. For example, the purchasing department may always buy a particular make of a PC, screen, keyboard and mouse.

Establish how easy to learn the device needs to be. Direct pointing devices, like a stylus, tend to be intuitive to use as touching and pointing come naturally in comparison to using an indirect pointing device, like a mouse for example.

Establish how accurate the device needs to be. Touch screens are generally inaccurate, in which case you may have to increase the size of the screen elements.

Establish how much time the user will spend on the system. Graphics tablets are less tiring than touch screens, and joysticks require a wrist rest if used for lengthy periods.

Establish how robust the device needs to be. Pen systems are not as good in public-access systems as touch screens are; the stylus could be broken or stolen.

Establish how manually dexterous the user is. Children, for example, may find it difficult to use devices that require a high degree of accuracy.

If you have to use alternative approaches to outputting information, such as head-up displays, head-mounted displays and stereoscopic displays, don't forget to train those who will need to use them, such as firefighters for example.

This month's Top Ten Tips were extracted from the book 'User Interface Design and Evaluation' by D Stone, C Jarrett, M Woodroffe and S Minocha and published by Morgan Kaufmann, an imprint of Elsevier.

To evaluate this book, please contact the editor at EWadmin@nexusmedia.com
WiMax Has Landed

Gilles Karolkowski outlines that, despite years of speculation, WiMax has finally emerged with many commercial deployments already up and running across the globe.

The benefits of fixed WiMax (802.16-2004), especially in emerging markets and rural areas, are as an alternative to deploying wired broadband infrastructure. It's now commonly accepted that WiMax will help spread broadband to more users more quickly, complementing existing traditional technologies. For consumers and businesses, it will give people further choices about how and whether they can access broadband Internet. In addition, the introduction of a competitive 'third broadband access pipe' to DSL and cable will lead to prices being driven down.

But where are we at today? The hype surrounding WiMax has built steadily, but are there any deployments, how is the technology being used and is it bringing benefits as expected?

Carriers are now rolling out full commercial deployments of fixed WiMax solutions in cities as well as suburban and rural communities, allowing broadband wireless networks to reach locations where previously they were either impossible or too costly to pursue.

These deployments support a range of uses, from basic high-speed access for homes to Internet telephony, business connectivity and support for schools and government offices. For example, VoIP services are being offered for the first time in the Dominican Republic and home users in Austria. Residential and small business users now have previously unavailable access to high-speed Internet, from the Philippines to Spain. Schools and government offices in Dublin now benefit from cost-effective, high-speed Internet access, and in Poland, WiMax services are on offer to public safety, local government offices and schools.

At the recent annual Tour de France cycle race, hundreds of international journalists and other accredited people enjoyed quick and easy Internet access via a WiFi hotspot linked to a WiMax backhaul. This provided low-cost, broadband Internet connections to the heart of the pressroom, from which news were sent out to editorial offices across the world. Broadband symmetric connections enabled quicker and easier uploads compared to DSL, allowing the press to send multimedia information quickly and efficiently.

For each new stage of the race, staff were able to install all of the technical equipment overnight at each of the new venues, because WiMax brings portability and fast installation, typically within one hour. Without disruptive cable laying, it means that technical staff can easily set up WiMax capabilities for similar mobile events.

In Spain, trials carried out in a network of 300 base stations and 20,000 subscribers have recently been completed, kicking off migration to Intel technology and ensuring that WiMax technology is fully optimised for commercial public WiMax services in that region. Initially, Iberbanda, a Spanish broadband telecommunications operator, will deploy fixed WiMax technology, updating the WiMax-ready trial networks that have already been deployed across 25% of Spain. The WiMax technology provided telephony services and broadband Internet access across areas of over 30km and at speeds of up to 10Mbps per second.

Another example can be found in Sweden with recent trials in the municipality of Skellefteå, in co-operation with Intel and MobileCity. The project’s success has paved the way for other regional governments to accelerate the deployment of wireless broadband access to several municipalities outside of Skellefteå.

In the UK, at the Science Museum in Wroughton, where many of the museum’s large object collections are housed in 11-old aeroplane hangars across a 545-acre site, WiMax is allowing the curators at the various sites to be able to communicate electronically with each other for the first time ever and also keep updated records of the various artefacts within the remote buildings. As a result, the Science Museum is now looking to move forward on new plans that will allow its collections to be more widely accessible to the public and provide greater benefit to the museum staff.

In Indonesia, Intel has installed a large wireless broadband 'umbrella' that lets humanitarian and disaster relief groups in the tsunami-hit Banda Aceh communicate with each other and the outside world. In June, local engineers switched on an Intel-supported pre-WiMax network that today covers some 1,500km² of Aceh province, where the tsunami wreaked the greatest destruction.

The network consists of three pre-WiMax base stations providing high-speed Internet data connection at speeds up to 6Mbps within the coverage area and 28Mbps backhaul connections between base stations and connections to multiple VSATs.

The WiMax network is making it possible for the many organisations offering disaster relief to reach the local population with the help they need.

So after much speculation and analysis, it’s clear that the fixed WiMax version has begun the transition from an exciting emerging technology to one that starts bringing real benefits to businesses and consumers in its first commercial deployments.

Gilles Karolkowski is Marketing Manager for WiMax at Intel.
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Israeli Fabless Semiconductor Start-Ups Find Their Niche

By Joel Bainerman

"Cutting edge" has always been the defining term to describe what was unique about Israeli R&D. Creative and cost-effective R&D has always been considered the core and crux of Israel's relative advantage in international high-tech. Since entering the high-tech market in the late 1970s, Israeli companies and Israeli-based R&D centres of foreign multinationals have produced some of the leading advances in microelectronics and chip design.

One of the reasons why Israel has done so well in these fields is due to the training all Israelis receive as part of their military service in the elite units of the Israel Defence Forces (IDF). The training methods employed by the IDF emphasise flexibility and the ability to adapt to changing circumstances is encouraged – a critical component when working on R&D for the next generation of microprocessor. IDF officers are trained to analyse and comprehend a situation in the broad context and to identify solutions to solve specific problems and challenges. IDF training also encourages its recruits to be goal- and project-focused. All of these attributes, when taken into the civilian R&D arena, contribute to the success of Israeli R&D.

Israelis are also very good at blending together various disciplines – once again, due to their army training. When serving in the army, the IDF engineers are taught to blend together well from different technological disciplines, such as hardware and software. Thus, when the electronics software engineer works with the software engineer, both know something about the other's field of expertise, which provides for a smooth working relationship between the two disciplines.

In the past it was Motorola, National Semiconductor, Intel and other multinational electronics firms that benefited from Israeli R&D. Today a growing number of local start-ups, many of them who once worked for the multinationals, are spotting the landscape of Israel's Silicon Valley – a 100km stretch on Israel's Mediterranean Coast between Tel Aviv and Haifa. While many of them have tapped into US public equity markets, such as Zoran Corp, Audiocodes, Metalink, Orckit Communications and Saifun Semiconductors, a whole new crop of start-ups are making their presence felt in electronics and communications markets worldwide.

The up-and-rising stars of fabless semiconductor start-ups developing products for the communications market include: Color Chip, CopperGate, Provigent, Passave Technologies, EZchip Technologies, TeraChip and Wintegra among others.

ColorChip's core technology is based on a proprietary Ion Exchange (IE) process in glass substrate, which forms planar structures of circular shaped waveguides. These ultra-low-loss fibre optic components and modules provide system vendors and integrators with advantages in cost, performance and footprint, insertion loss and polarization sensitivity. Light guiding is achieved by producing a high refractive index core in the glass substrate. The company claims almost zero coupling loss to standard SM optical fibre.

"ColorChip's ion-exchange process to produce waveguides embedded in a glass substrate is essentially a system-on-glass, which is particularly well suited for fibre-to-the-home applications, where transceivers like this would be at every end-user's location," says CEO Moshe Price. "The critical element at the home is going to be the optical transceiver, the element that converts the incoming data format to a format usable in the home."

Price says the cost advantages of the ColorChip approach make it an attractive technology for many elements in optical telecommunications networks because each end-user needs a transceiver.

A developer of fibre to the home (FTTH) semiconductors, Passave Technologies is preparing for large-scale commercial installations. It develops and manufactures systems-on-a-chip and integrated solutions for broadband fibre optic access.

Passave CEO, Victor Vaislieb, says the FTTH market is waking up. "After several years during which there was only talk about the potential of this market, we're now seeing it wake up for real. Leading Asian communications operators are rushing to adopt the new EPON standard. FTTH broadband service is now available at speeds 1000 times faster than ADSL and cable."

EZchip is a fabless semiconductor company providing high-speed network processors. The company has joined forces with another Israeli start-up, Dune Networks, a provider of switching fabric and traffic management solutions. EZchip's breakthrough TOPcore technology enables integration of packet processing, classification search engines and traffic management at 10-Gigabit throughput on a single chip. EZchip's single-chip solutions are used for building networking equipment with dramatic savings in chip count, power and cost.

The company has developed a new breed of network processors that integrates multiple TOPs (Task Optimised Processors) rather than generic RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer)
processors, to provide the performance required for next generation networking products. With its Task Optimised Processing technology – TOPcore – different types of TOPs are tailored to perform a specific networking task. These fast and efficient processors are then integrated into a super-scalar architecture, designed and optimised for packet processing.

The technology integrates both packet processing and classification into a single chip with no need for external classifiers, CAMs or SRAMs. Systems based on EZchip's network processors require only a few low-power, low-cost DRAM for the lookup tables.

Together, the two Israeli companies will offer a combined chipset that provides a flexible and scalable solution for implementing line cards and switch blades. The chipset is currently in design by several customers for deployment in carrier-class switches and routers.

A typical line card configuration of the joint solution consists of EZchip's NP-2 network processor and Dune Networks's SAND-FAP10/20V traffic manager and fabric interface device. The devices are then interconnected via an industry-standard SPI4.2 interface.

Michal Kahan, Dune Networks' director of marketing, said: "NP-2’s processing capabilities together with the FAP10V's traffic management capabilities provide a solution, addressing carrier's requirements in Metro, Core and Edge markets. This enables mutual customers to enjoy the best of breed of NP, TM and fabric technologies."

Amir Eyal, EZchip's VP for business development, added: "Networking system vendors will gain the processing flexibility to add new features and support evolving standards, as well as scale their system designs to Terabit switching capacity. To enable the emerging converged network, carrier-class equipment needs to be flexible and able to guarantee bandwidth not only per subscriber but also per each subscriber-application."

EZchip has also hooked-up with TeraChip, another Israeli fab-less semiconductor company providing high-performance switch fabrics. The solution, which integrates the TeraChip 160Gbps TCF16x10 switch fabric with EZchip's NP-2 10Gbps network processor (NPU) with integrated traffic manager, will enable efficient designs for carrier-class switches and routers.

The two Israeli start-ups believe that network system providers are looking for true multiservice architectures that can meet end-user performance requirements and service-level agreements. Supporting converged triple-play services on a single infrastructure requires not only high-bandwidth switching, but also advanced traffic management to deliver the required QoS to applications.

Using TeraChip's high-capacity shared-memory switch fabric and EZchip's NP-2, which combines packet processing and traffic management, system designs require fewer devices on both switch fabric boards and line cards, resulting in lower power consumption and reduced form factor. The combination of NP-2's advanced flow control with TeraChip's highly scalable multi-cast capabilities enables solutions especially well-suited for the delivery of IP video services.

CopperGate, on the other hand offers something different. Its CopperStream technology addresses the emerging IPTV market with its home networking distribution technology. The company is the sole provider of the HPNA V3 standard chipsets, which utilise existing coax cables and telephony wiring in the home.

The core technology exploits the capacity of telephony and coax wiring by delivering broadband services at data rates of up to 128Mbps to multiple network nodes. It includes a robust frequency-diverse modulation scheme, which achieves high data rates on a variety of wiring topologies, overcomes various impairments and coexists with other services on the same wires, such as POTS, dial-up modems, ISDN and ADSL. The embedded synchronous Media Access Control (MAC) protocol layer allows distribution of multiple HDTV streams, digital audio and toll-quality voice streams within the home. Also in telecom domain is ProviBand from Provigent. Provigent develops broadband wireless transmission technologies that allow two data streams on two polarisations of a single channel to be transmitted simultaneously, thus doubling net channel capacity. The chips enable transmission speeds of 311Mbps over 28MHz channels or up to 622Mbps over 50-56MHz channels.

In Provigent's PVG310 single-chip modem, the implementation of differential services is enabled by the on-the-fly adaptive code and modulation (ACM) mechanism, which allows a dynamic link capacity as modulation and coding change on a frame-by-frame basis according to the link conditions, thus allowing more efficient use of the spectrum.

The company believes that with the proliferation of 2.5G and 3G networks, cellular operators are migrating from traditional exclusive voice services to a rich mix of time division multiplexing (TDM) and IP traffic for voice, data and video services. Thus, there is a steadily growing demand for differential services over cellular backhaul links, as new services are added.
Provigent's CEO Dan Charash said: "Using our PVG310 with ProviBand, vendors can design adaptive rate systems that meet the requirements of mixed (TDM and IP) high-capacity traffic in next-generation cellular backhaul networks. The ProviBand technology enables cellular operators to support transmission of differential services over multiple classes of availability (CoA); each CoA defines the priority level and capacity per service."

And last but not least of our Israeli crop of high-tech start-ups is Wintegra. The firm develops products to enable the next generation of access networks with its family of access processors. Wintegra recognised early that in access networks the need to integrate new services with legacy systems and multiple existing protocols is critical. It was the first semiconductor company to solely focus on access protocol handling.

The Company's WinPath access processors allow equipment carriers to migrate from legacy networks to IP without jeopardising current revenue or services, while also reducing cost and increasing flexibility. The WinPath chips also enable communications infrastructure equipment vendors to adapt their production lines to the next generation of access networks with a single chip solution.

Wintegra recently announced a joint venture with UK-based picoChip for the joint development of reference designs for a new generation of WiMax base stations. The solutions combine picoChip's picoArray family of massively parallel digital signal processors (DSPs) with Wintegra's WinMAX processor and software for a complete MAC solution.

A unique aspect of the joint design is that it is software-defined: both companies offer fully tested software and vendor-independent APIs that permit rapid integration of MAC, PHY and RF components, as well as additional system software. To date, most WiMax reference designs have focused solely on "closed" board-level solutions, providing benefits for those seeking to directly manufacture the design, but provide little flexibility for those seeking to add their own features.

In another partnership, together with Nasdaq-traded Ikanos Communications, a US developer of Fibre Fast broadband solutions, Wintegra has developed a VDSL2 line card reference platform that will speed time to market and reduce costs for access equipment designers. Intelligent line cards utilise functionality partitioned between Wintegra network processors and Ikanos VDSL2 chipsets, enabling on-board QoS management, traffic shaping, ADSL termination and bonding, without expensive custom engineering. In addition, the tight integration between access processor and VDSL chipset functions offers the potential for higher performance than designs that employ larger numbers of components.
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**Affordable CAN Bus Solutions**
CANUSB is a very small dongle that plugs into any PC USB Port and gives an instant CAN connectivity. This means it can be treated by software as a standard COM Port (serial RS232 port) which eliminates the need for any extra drivers or by installing a direct driver DLL for faster communications and higher CAN bus loads. CAN232 is a very small dongle that plugs into any PC COM Port, or any other RS232 port in an embedded system and gives an instant CAN connectivity. This means it can be treated by software as a standard COM Port (serial RS232 port) which eliminates the need for any extra drivers. Sending and receiving can be done in standard ASCII format.
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With over 16 different models available, we probably stock the widest range of USB Serial Adapters available anywhere. We offer converter cables, multi-port enclosure style models in metal and plastic, also rack mount units with integral PSU such as the USB-16COM-RM. Serial interfaces supported include RS232, RS422 and RS485. We also supply opto-isolated RS422 and RS485 versions for reliable long distance communications. All our USB Serial products are based on the premium chipsets and drivers from FTDI Chip for superior compatibility, performance and technical support across Windows, MAC-OS, CE and Linux platforms.

**priced from £20.00 (US232B/LC)**

**UPCI Serial Cards**
Discover our great value for money range of multi-port UPCI serial cards. Supporting from two to eight ports, the range includes RS232, RS422, RS485 and opto-isolated versions. Our 4 port and 8 port models can connect through external cables or the innovative wall mounting COMBOX.
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Multi-Threading: Powering The Next-Generation Of Embedded SoCs

Vivek Sardana of MIPS Technologies describes the workings of the latest microprocessor architecture.

Designers everywhere face ever-increasing constraints on system cost and power consumption, while at the same time are required to add more performance and functionality to their designs.

Some previous approaches have been to ramp up the clock speed of a processor, but this usually results in increased power consumption. Additionally, memory performance has not kept pace with processor technology (Figure 1), and this mismatch limits any significant gains in system performance. Consequently, the higher frequency approach is leading to diminishing returns.

The multi-core system is a possible solution, but this suffers from a larger die area and higher cost. Any increase in performance comes at a fairly substantial cost in silicon and system power consumption.

Multiple issue processors with two or more execution units offer another option, but they struggle to make best use of hardware resources and, also, have an area penalty. Additionally, the software has to be revised in many cases to make best use of the multiple pipelines.

A multi-threading solution offers a more interesting approach. By running multiple threads within the same execution pipeline, we are able to mask the effect of memory latency by increasing processor utilisation. As one thread stalls, additional threads are instantly fed into the pipeline and executed, resulting in a significant gain in application throughput. This effectively mitigates the inherent inefficiency of a single pipeline when suffering from thread misses caused by cache stalls. Such inefficiencies can account for the loss of over 50% of the processor cycles in a typical single-threaded processor running at high clock speeds.

Multi-threading on a single core

Implementing multi-threading capability on a single core, where the design exploits system-level parallelism, is done by processing multiple threads of software simultaneously. This is a novel approach that results in higher system performance, lower system cost and lower power consumption. Such SoCs are targeted at highly concurrent applications such as a set-top-box, VoIP, multifunction printers or digital TV.

This higher efficiency also enables designers to eliminate other hardware blocks in the system, such as a dedicated digital signal processor (DSP).

Overall power consumption is decreased because the higher application throughput ensures that the required performance can be achieved at a lower frequency than that of a traditional processor delivering similar performance.

This additional performance is a result of the multi-threaded design, which makes the most out of the full computing power in each clock cycle. The processor resources in the core, therefore, are used more efficiently than in traditional designs, even multi-core designs. The problem is that the execution pipeline of a traditional single-threaded processor will stall for many reasons including cache misses, branch mis-predicts and other pipeline interlocking events (Figure 2).

The key to squeezing the maximum performance out of any processor core is controlling the way the threads are executed in the pipeline. Figure 3 illustrates how the various threads are scheduled into
Microprocessors

The execution unit of MIPS's 34K core family for maximum efficiency. When one thread stalls waiting for memory, the other thread is introduced to ensure that the common hardware is as busy as possible.

**The 34K technology**

Derived from the proven 24KE microarchitecture, the 34K core family uses a nine stage execution pipeline coupled with a small amount of hardware to handle the virtual processing elements (VPEs), the thread contexts (TCs) and the quality of service (QoS) prioritisation.

As illustrated in Figure 4, each thread has its own dedicated hardware, called the thread context (TC). This allows each thread to have its own instruction buffer with pre-fetching so that the core can switch between threads on a clock-by-clock basis to keep the pipeline as full as possible. All this avoids the costly overheads of context switching.

Each TC has its own set of general-purpose registers, a PC (program counter) that allows a TC to run a thread from a complex operating system such as Linux. A TC also shares resources with other TCs, particularly the CP0 registers used by the privileged code in an OS kernel.

The set of shared CP0 registers and the TCs affiliated with them make up a VPE (Virtual Processing Element). A VPE running one thread (i.e. with one TC) looks exactly like an independent MIPS CPU, and is fully compliant with the MIPS32 architecture specification.

All threads (in either VPE) share the same caches, so cache coherency is not an issue. This eliminates the problem in multi-core and multi-processor systems, where many cycles and additional logic are used to manage the different processors and ensure cache coherency.

Depending on the application requirements, the 34K core can be configured for up to five TCs that are supported across a maximum of two VPEs. It is this combination of the VPEs with the TCs that provides the most area-efficient and flexible solution.
Figure 6: An AMVP (Asymmetric Multiprocessing on VPEs) system running two operating systems side by side.

Figure 7: A Residential Gateway supporting multiple VoIP channels.

Quality of Service (QoS)

The QoS engine picks instructions from runnable threads in round-robin, interleaving instructions on a cycle-by-cycle basis for maximum overall application throughput. In this manner, the processing bandwidth is shared finely between the different threads, thus using each other’s processing “gaps”. Alternatively, it can also achieve QoS for real-time tasks such as communications, and video and audio processing, by allocating dedicated processing bandwidth to specific thread(s).

The QoS is handled with a hierarchical approach (Figure 5) where the user can program various levels of processing bandwidth to the available TCs. Based on this allocated bandwidth, the integrated Policy Manager assigns priorities to the individual TCs, constantly monitors the progress of the threads, and provides critical “hints” to the Dispatch Scheduler as needed. The Dispatch Scheduler in turn, schedules the threads to the execution unit on a cycle-by-cycle basis, ensuring that the QoS requirements are met.

Software usage models

Another key point is that the majority of these configurations will run existing software without modification, which is a fundamental advantage to the system developer in getting products to market in time.

In its simplest multi-threaded form, the AMVP (Asymmetric Multiprocessing on VPEs) system allows two operating systems to run side by side, each one running its own TC on its own VPE (Figure 6). In most cases, these two operating systems would most likely be two legacy operating systems (e.g., Linux for a control plane application and an RTOS for a data plane application) that were previously run on separate MIPS cores.

The 34K is highly configurable core and this is highlighted in Figure 7. Customers can significantly lower system cost by running the control plane functions of a Residential Gateway on one VPE with four TCs supporting multiple VoIP channels on the second VPE.

Facing improvements

Although the embedded environment is highly concurrent, the current class of single-threaded processors have not been designed to exploit this concurrency with any reasonable efficiency. The ever-increasing clock frequency does offer incremental benefit in performance, but the memory latencies seriously limit any significant gains in system throughput. The multiple-issue superscalar processors also provide diminishing returns, given the additional cost in silicon and design complexity. Multi-core designs, another alternative, have enjoyed some success in delivering system performance but quite often the associated increases in silicon cost and power consumption have prevented them from being designed-in for numerous embedded applications.

Processing multiple software threads in parallel, masks the effect of memory latency to deliver significant gains in system performance, with a very modest increase in die size. MIPS Technologies’s internal benchmarks indicated that the performance improvement of 34K was 60% for an increase in die size of only 14% compared to the equivalent single-threaded processor, the 24KE.
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Embedded C++ is a true subset of C++

An industry group, led largely by major Japanese CPU manufacturers, developed a true subset of ISO/ANSI C++, called Embedded C++ (EC++). This group, known as the EC++ Technical Committee, set out to retain the object-oriented concepts of C++ whilst eliminating those most responsible for boosting memory requirements and reducing efficiency.

EC++ omits several C++ features such as multiple inheritance, virtual base classes, templates, exceptions, runtime type identification, virtual function tables and mutable specifiers. Whilst each of these features is useful in its own right, none is compelling for a sufficiently broad range of embedded applications. The support for some of these features will bloate the generated code, whether or not the features are actually used in an application.

For example, exception handling is one of the worst offenders and can adversely affect the deterministic response to external events required in real-time systems. So, eliminating these particular features yields substantial reductions in the size of the compiler code and corresponding improvements in runtime efficiency.

Differentiating C, EC++ and C++

Through a series of examples, from a baseline EC++ implementation through to a full C++ implementation, the features that differentiate C, EC++ and C++ can be illustrated. The code fragment in Example 1 illustrates some of the key advantages that EC++ offers over the C language. The concept of classes is probably the single most important concept originally in C++ and also supported in EC++.

Classes build on the data structures found in the standard C language.

In addition to allocating memory for a number of variables of mixed types, classes can be used to initialise variables, dynamically allocate additional memory for variables and arrays, perform range checking and many other useful functions. In C programs, these tasks have typically been distributed throughout the main code.

Classes and object definition

In Example 1 is an illustration in the use of classes for an array operation. An embedded application such as a data acquisition system might use such a class to create arrays for storage of data samples. The array class named Array includes two integer members. The first is a pointer named "elements" to members of an array and the second is used to track the array size.

As the main() portion of the code fragment implies, the declaration, Array a(6), can be used to create an array object with the name "a" that contains six elements. The class definition includes several important features such as the constructor code, necessary to create the array and to ensure that the size specified is greater than zero. The constructor is located in the public section of the class definition, which allows code located outside the class definition a window through which it can access the elements and element_cnt class members. Each time an array of type Array is created, the compiler automatically calls the constructor function Array (int n). This function first assigns the value passed in the array declaration to element_cnt, then checks for a valid size and, finally, allocates space in main memory for the array by calling "new".

In this simple example, a bad array size such as zero or a negative number causes the constructor to call a simple "die" function that outputs an error message. An embedded system would typically use a more elaborate scheme to handle runtime errors.

The Array class also demonstrates two other key features of classes in EC++ or C++, function definitions within a class and overloaded operators. First consider the "size0" function which
illustrates the simpler of the two concepts. Because element_cnt is a private member of the class, code outside the class can't directly access the counter. The size() function, however, allows the two “for” loops located in the main() section to indirectly access element_cnt for use as an upper limit of the loop.

Overloaded operators
The class definition also includes an example of overloaded operators. Operator overloading allows the programmer to develop new definitions of standard C/C++ operators such as “=”, “>”, or “+” that are customised for the type of object defined in a class. For example, a class could be developed that defined an object such as a circle or sphere. A size comparison could be made of two objects that were created using the class definition – objects A and B. The expression A>B or A=B have well understood meanings when A and B are integers, but the compiler could have trouble evaluating the expressions when A and B are spheres of given size or composition. To eliminate ambiguity, EC++ and C++ permit the programmer to include a new definition for such operators that works in a way that is advantageous to the specific application and object type.

The sample code in Example 1 overloads the subscripting operator "[ ]" used to store the index for an array. In this case, the overloaded function gets called each time an indexed array reference occurs – for example, "a[i]=i". Instead of changing the effective meaning of the subscripting operator, the example uses the overloaded operator to automatically detect for out-of-range array indices. Note that should the sample program be executed, the output statement used in the second loop would generate an error on the sixth pass through the loop because a[7] would exceed the valid index test.

The only real addition to the Array class definition with a template is the template label that precedes the class definition and the use of the “T” specifier, each time the code addresses an element of the array. Consider the main() code, however, and see that Array works equally well to instantiate array “a1” to store integer data types and array “a2” to store short data types. It would be just as easy to define more arrays to store other data types. An embedded system performing data acquisition, for example, might well require floating-point arrays.

The use of templates as illustrated would result in little or no increase in compiled code size, so programmers that don’t need to strictly meet the EC++ specification can leverage a valuable tool. Caution: the code size realised will depend specifically on the embedded application. Much of the code bloat found in C++ code comes not from using a feature such as a template but from referencing templates that are found in large C++ libraries. Reference one of these standard templates and the resultant code will include many aspects of the library that are not required.

Using C++ functions omitted from EC++
Having looked at the advantages offered by EC++, some omitted C++ features prove to be extremely desirable for given applications. To this end, compiler vendors can provide programmers with some flexibility as to what C++ functions are available for use in each application. For example, a programmer can use a compiler directive with the Green Hills C++/EC++ compiler to strictly limit the source code to the C++ subset and fully realise the savings in code size and the boost in efficiency.

Additionally, a programmer can use compiler switches to add support for one or a few specific C++ functions that were left out of EC++. The granular support for optional C++ features allows the programmer to trade off compiled code size with ease of development and maintainability. Furthermore, the Green Hills C++/EC++ compiler allows the programmer to choose libraries appropriate to their application thereby eliminating a significant amount of redundant library code.

Adding template support
Templates provide an excellent example of a C++ feature not included in EC++ that provides significant advantages in development with only a modest increase in memory requirements when used carefully. Example 2 illustrates the benefit of templates. In Example 1, the Array class was defined in such a way that all members of the array had to be integers. With EC++, additional classes would have to be defined to handle arrays for short, long, char or floating-point data types. Templates allow a single class definition to support creation of arrays for any valid C++ data type.

The only real addition to the Array class definition with a template is the template label that precedes the class definition and the use of the “T” specifier, each time the code addresses an element of the array. Consider the main() code, however, and see that Array works equally well to instantiate array “a1” to store integer data types and array “a2” to store short data types. It would be just as easy to define more arrays to store other data types. An embedded system performing data acquisition, for example, might well require floating-point arrays.

The use of templates as illustrated would result in little or no increase in compiled code size, so programmers that don't need to strictly meet the EC++ specification can leverage a valuable tool. Caution: the code size realised will depend specifically on the embedded application. Much of the code bloat found in C++ code comes not from using a feature such as a template but from referencing templates that are found in large C++ libraries. Reference one of these standard templates and the resultant code will include many aspects of the library that are not required.

Experienced C++ programmers will enable a number of C++ features in an EC++ environment and not decrease efficiency. Such an environment might be called extended EC++. The EC++ development effort eliminated features such as templates, name spaces, mutable specifiers and new-style casts more so due to the complexity of using the features properly than due to inherent inefficiency. C programmers may find it difficult to use the features correctly, but careful, experienced C++ programmers can leverage the benefits of these features without penalty. Moreover, compilers such as the Green Hills C++/EC++ compiler makes extending EC++ as simple as using compiler switches.

Full C++ with exception handling
What other features become available in moving towards full C++? Exception handling proves to be among the most valuable of features to embedded system designers, yet is also among the leading in causing compiled code bloat. Exception handling
provides a systematic approach to trapping errors caused by operator input or even out-of-range errors in a data-acquisition environment.

The code fragment in Example 3 illustrates C++ exception handling. This example is more typical of the kind of error handling required in complex embedded systems than was the simple die() function used in the first two examples.

C++ defines the keywords "try", "throw" and "catch" for use in exception handling. Typically, programmers organise code within blocks called try blocks that are enclosed within braces, as in {

A second block of code called the catch block is dedicated as a centralised runtime exception/error dispatch service. Anywhere within the try block, a throw directive can originate an exception condition and transfer control to the catch block based on evaluation of a C++ "if" statement. The throw statements can be in-line within the try block or located in functions within the class definition.

Example 3 uses the throw mechanism at two different places in the Array class definition. The first throws to the catch block when an Array instantiation has zero or a negative number of elements. This throw is located in the constructor function. The second throw is used to handle array index errors detected by the overloaded array subscripting operator.

C++ offers significant flexibility in how exceptions are handled and in all cases allows separation of the exception handling code from the mainline application. As in the example, it is possible to dedicate a catch block to each try block. Alternatively, define a single catch block to service an entire main() program. The code in a catch block only executes when a throw evaluation fails. For example, should the code within the first try block in Example 3 execute with no exception the following catch block will be skipped and the second try block will execute.

Finding the right mix for a specific application

EC++ promises to provide embedded-system programmers a valuable path to leverage the most significant aspects of an object-oriented language. With formal approval of the EC++ standard imminent, programmers should demand C++ compilers that include EC++ support. To minimise development time and simplify code maintenance, however, programmers should not dismiss all of the C++ features that were eliminated in EC++.

By carefully choosing which features to use on an application-by-application basis, programmers can both simplify development and maintain reasonable runtime efficiency. Moreover, complex embedded systems easily benefit from the robust libraries and features of C++.

Why Use An EC++ Compiler?

Since EC++ is a proper subset of ISO/ANSI C++, one might assume that the efficiencies promised by EC++ could be delivered by simply avoiding certain C++ features. EC++ code can certainly be compiled on a C++ compiler but the resulting code will still require five or six times more memory than the same code compiled with an EC++ compiler.

There are three main problems that arise from attempting to increase efficiency using EC++ code and a standard C++ compiler.

First problem:
The compiler will still use C++ libraries and link a multitude of code into the finished product that is surplus to requirements for your application. An EC++ compiler, conversely, uses libraries that are optimised for the new dialect and thereby generates smaller more efficient code.

Second problem:
The compiler is not as efficient in code optimisation. EC++ compilers can achieve superior optimisation relative to C++ compilers. EC++ compilers can optimise code without presuming the possibility that complex features such as exception handling may be used at some point.

Third problem:
Standard C++ compilers have no mechanism to enforce EC++ compliance within a programming team. With a standard C++ compiler, one out of 10 or 20 programmers on a team can use an offending feature and destroy the efficiency of the entire code base.

Green Hills developed a sample EC++ program to demonstrate memory efficiency. The program solves a form of the classical "travelling salesman" (Travelling Salesman Program - http://www.ghs.com/wp/citiesdemo.html) problem often used to teach programming. When compiled on the Green Hills C++/EC++ compiler using EC++ mode the total code size is 57kB. When compiled using the identical EC++ source file but in C++ mode with no exception handling library, the code size is 322kB.

Adding an exception handling library brings the code size to 378kB.
Example 1

// Embedded C++ example of a simple array class that does range checking
// on creation of an array, and on array subscripting operations.

#include <iostream>
extern "C" void exit(int);

void die(const char *msg, int n)
{
  cout « msg « n « endl;
  exit(1);
}

class Array {
private:
  int *elements;  // array elements
  int element_cnt;  // array size
public:
  Array(int n) : element_cnt(n)
  {
    if (n > 0)
      elements = new int[element_cnt];
    else
      die("Bad Array size ", element_cnt);
  }
  int &operator [](int indx) const { // overloaded subscripting operator
    if (indx < 0 || indx >= element_cnt)
      die("Bad Array index ", indx);
    return elements[indx];
  }
  int size() { return element_cnt; } // return the size of the array
};

main()
{
  Array a(6);
  for (int i = 0; i < a.size(); i++)
    a[i] = i;
  for (int i = 0; i < a.size()+1; i++)  // error on a[7]
    cout « i « ". " « a[i] « endl;
}

Example 2

// Extended embedded C++ example of a simple array class that does range
// checking on creation of an array, and on array subscripting operations.

#include <iostream>
extern void die(const char *, int);
extern "C" void exit(int);

// Deal with a runtime error. A real embedded application would
// probably choose a different error handling strategy.

void die(const char *msg, int n)
{
    cout << msg << n << endl;
    exit(1);
}

// The array class using templates

template <class T>
class Array {
private:
    T *elements; // array elements
    int element_cnt; // array size

public:
    Array(int n) : element_cnt(n) { // construct a new array
        if (n > 0)
            elements = new T[element_cnt];
        else
            die("Bad Array size ", element_cnt);
    }

    T &operator [] (int indx) const { // overloaded subscripting operator
        if (indx < 0 || indx >= element_cnt)
            die("Bad Array index ", indx);
        return elements[indx];
    }

    int size() { return element_cnt; } // return the size of the array
};

main()
{
    Array<int> a1(6);
    for (int i=0; i<a1.size(); i++)
        a1[i] = i;
    for (int i=0; i<a1.size()+1; i++) // error on a[7]
        cout << i << ". " << a1[i] << endl;

    Array<short> a2(6);
    for (int i=0; i<a2.size(); i++)
        a2[i] = i;
    for (int i=0; i<a2.size(); i++)
        cout << i << ". " << a2[i] << endl;
}

Example 3

// Embedded C++ example of a simple array class that does range checking
// on creation on an array, and on array subscripting operations.
//
// This time we use a template class for the array class and
// C++ exception handling to deal with runtime errors.
//
#include <iostream>

// The array class using templates
class Array {
private:
   T *elements; // array elements
   int element_cnt; // array size
public:
   class Range { // A nested class to deal with runtime errors
      int indx;
      char *msg;
      Range(char *m, int i) : msg(m), indx(i) {} // runtime errors
   };
   Array(int n) : element_cnt(n) { // construct a new array
      if (n > 0)
         elements = new T[element_cnt];
      else
         throw Range("Bad Array size ", element_cnt); // runtime error
   }
   T &operator [] (int indx) const {
      if (indx < 0 || indx >= element_cnt)
         throw Range("Bad array index: ", indx); // runtime error
      return elements[indx];
   }
   int size() { return element_cnt; } // return the size of the array
};

int main() {

   // arrange to catch runtime errors related to the Array<int> class
   try {
      Array<int> a1(6);
      for (int i=0; i<a1.size(); i++)
         a1[i] = i;
      for (int i=0; i<a1.size(); i++)
         cout << i << ". " << a1[i] << endl;
   } catch (Array<int>::Range mg) { // deal with runtime errors here
      cerr << mg.msg << mg.indx << endl;
   }

   // arrange to catch runtime errors related to the Array<short> class
   try {
      Array<short> a2(-1);
      for (int i=0; i<a2.size(); i++)
         a2[i] = i;
      for (int i=0; i<a2.size(); i++)
         cout << i << ". " << a2[i] << endl;
   } catch (Array<double>::Range mg) { // deal with runtime errors here
      cerr << mg.msg << mg.indx << endl;
   }
}
Microprocessors

Maintaining Real-Time Performance In Highly Integrated Processors

Kevin Pope, General Manager at Quadros Systems Europe explains how control and data plane developers can use a common infrastructure while staying clearly within their own comfort zones of development environments that meet the needs of their very different types of application.

Figure 1: Example of a highly integrated convergent processor

Leading designers of advanced processor architectures, such as Freescale Semiconductor, ARM and Analog Devices (ADI), are constantly driven by market demands for more cost-effective silicon solutions, leading to ever-increasing levels of on-chip integration and complexity.

What is less obvious is the simultaneous trend for such processor designs to include more than one type of processing model. This is often driven by a desire to improve power consumption and silicon cost by merging the capabilities of a previously two-chip solution into a single device. An increasingly common approach is to augment an existing RISC/CISC control plane processing model with DSP (data plane) capabilities (or vice versa). Examples include Freescale’s ColdFire microcontroller design, where the firm has enhanced the basic RISC processor model with DSP-like capabilities, and ADI’s Blackfin, where they have developed a processor combining a full set of both RISC and DSP instructions in a single core.

However, such processor architectures, often referred to as “Convergent” designs, place new challenges on the embedded software developers to deal effectively with what now may be the conflicting demands of both data-plane and control-

plane code executing on a single core, particularly in devices which also have a high level of I/O integration on-chip.

Addressing challenges

The markets general adoption of prioritised pre-emptive Real-Time Operating Systems (RTOS) generally addresses the challenge of highly integrated I/O in the control plane. However, the inclusion of DSP capabilities brings in a new integration challenge: How to integrate data plane code onto a single processor also running control plane code at the same time. In other words, how to support applications that were previously run on two separate processors, each dedicated to providing the specific execution environment for data-plane and control-plane code, now converged onto a single device.

In fact, to avoid losing processor efficiency when running such code together, these highly integrated convergent devices require a properly designed RTOS.

The specific problem with a conventional control-plane RTOS in a convergent processor is that the high priority data-flow processing tasks suffer from the same overheads as the lower priority control tasks. Every time an interrupt occurs, there is likely to be a context switch to a high priority task. The context switch is an operation performed by the RTOS to save the current task’s registers and restore those of the high priority task that runs as a result of the interrupt.

Unfortunately, on a processor with additional DSP capabilities, such a context switch may be even larger and, thus, take still more time to save and restore. Between interrupts and their associated context switching, a lot of processor cycles are spent on processing data but on housekeeping. The overhead of interrupts applies to all tasks and will almost certainly cause a burdensome load on the data-plane code that may not be expecting to suffer such a burden; on a dedicated DSP processor tasks...
would normally expect to run to completion without interruption, and so have no concern for this issue.

**Convergent and I/O intensive microcontrollers**

In this article, we will take the architecture of the ColdFire microcontroller as an example of a new type of convergent device, combining both RISC and DSP processor models, coupled with a high level of on-chip I/O functionality.

The control plane processor of the ColdFire is based on a 68000 code-compatible Variable Length Instruction RISC engine. The addition of a MAC (Multiply Accumulate) unit to the processor is centered on the notion of providing a limited set of DSP operations that are being used in embedded code today, while supporting the current multiply instructions in the ColdFire architecture. These DSP functions are implemented in a four-stage execution pipeline that is optimised for 32 x 32 multiply-accumulate operations (referred to as the EMAC). This offers a very effective way to support specific functions such as complex fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithms (perhaps in a VoIP application), or servo control (for example in a hard disk controller) running on-chip entirely under software control.

The problem is further exacerbated when you consider that it is now common for there to be more I/O devices integrated onto a processor than there are levels of interrupt priority to differentiate the relative importance of each device or channel.

To understand the full impact of high integration within a microcontroller upon a system balancing data plane and control code, let us review a new but representative device, the ColdFire MCF532x. This device has USB host and USB OTG (On The Go) support, both of which could be channeling data at up to 12Mbps. It has Fast Ethernet Controller (FEC) that could be transmitting and receiving at up to 100Mbps, 3 additional UARTs, probably running up to 38.4kbps each, a Synchronous Serial Interface (SSI) most likely used to stream data to a codec, an I2C running at 100kbps, a Queued Serial Peripheral Interface that could be running up to 20Mbps, not to mention a whole set of timer devices.

Despite supporting most of these devices with buffering and DMA, we have the potential for a highly complex I/O sub-system that will put considerable load on even the most responsive RTOS. In this case, it becomes even more important to process interrupts efficiently so as to minimise unnecessary overhead that could cause data loss for the data plane code.

**Partitioning the system**

So how would a better approach work? An ideal RTOS would allow the application to be cleanly partitioned between the control application tasks, data plane tasks and Interrupt Service Routines (ISRs). The data plane tasks would be processed at a priority level higher than the lower priority control tasks but with minimised overhead when switching between tasks because it is often not necessary for such tasks to save the entire processor context. See Figure 2 for a diagrammatic representation of such a partitioning structure. Zone 1 in the diagram represents hardware priority levels set in the processor, zone 2 represents the set of highest software RTOS priorities used by lightweight data-flow threads and zone 3 the lower set of RTOS priorities used by the control plane tasks.

In this new model, a new event is still detected by the processor, which invokes an ISR. The ISR must save the registers that will be changed during processing of the interrupt as in any system. However, upon exit from completion of the ISR the scheduler may now change context to a high priority process to work on the data received. These high priority software processes are not part of the ISR but separate entities that run at the lowest hardware priority level, allowing other interrupts to be recognised.

The nature of those high priority processes imposes a minimised overhead on the system. They run only when there is a block of data available, with the consumption or production of each data block being considered a complete cycle of the process. Consequently, these processes have no need to restore a context upon their start and there is none to save upon their completion, a property that results in a significant reduction in CPU cycles spent on housekeeping overhead.

Thus, there is only one context to consider saving and/or restoring – that of the interrupted task.

![Figure 2: Example of dual mode RTOS partitioning in a system](image-url)
means that valuable cycles are being saved every time a data plane process is run.

The benefit is compounded if the data-plane code using the EMAC is able to complete several iterations of cascaded processing within several algorithm processes (scheduled in a 'round robin' style at the same high priority level), before finally passing the resultant information to the control application tasks.

Saving cycles in this way not only increases the available processing power, but also reduces the time taken before processing of the captured data begins, resulting in a more responsive system.

Once the processed data reaches the lower priority tasks, the application will behave in much the same way as the traditional RTOS approach. However, this new and improved RTOS model will have prevented several context switches and stack operations and will have delivered the processed data to the control application in a fraction of the time. In interrupt-intensive applications, the saving in CPU cycles used in an entire system for processing EMAC data flows in ColdFire applications, as compared to the conventional RTOS model, has been measured to be as much as 40%. Because fewer processor cycles are required, a processor with a reduced clock rate could be selected, reducing power consumption and possibly a lower cost for the processor too. Alternatively, greater application functionality could be supported on the same device at a given clock speed.

The ideal convergent RTOS

Such "dual mode" RTOS models are already becoming available for ColdFire, Blackfin and other convergent processors. They generally combine a data flow single-stack RTOS model and an event-driven, multi-stack RTOS model, that allows the two processing models to work together efficiently in a single execution environment with a unified API.

The event-driven RTOS follows the traditional model of a priority-based pre-emptive scheduler. Each task has its own stack and each time one task pre-empts another, there is a context switch involving storing and restoring processor state. The data plane RTOS employs a simpler, specialised executive using lightweight tasks often called "threads" (not to be confused with similarly named objects in POSIX, Linux or other operating systems).

Typically, one uses thread architecture on DSPs or resource-constrained MCUs, where threads share a single, common stack. Once started, a thread is designed to run to completion without the overhead of context saves and restores when changing from one thread to another at the same priority level.

Some RTOS vendors also include a configuration utility so that the ideal balance of code and data resources can be configured into a specific build of the RTOS, thus matching the RTOS with the needs of the applications it is supporting. In the same way that Freescale reduced the instruction set of the ColdFire to essential elements, the software designer can scale the RTOS to a set of essential elements that address the needs of the application.

Communication and synchronisation

Within this cohesive model, the three types of processing entities, tasks, threads and ISRs, all communicate and synchronise through RTOS objects and share a common API to the RTOS services. Thus, control and data plane developers can communicate using a common infrastructure while staying clearly within their own comfort zones of development environments that meet the unique and individual needs of their very different types of application and, most importantly of all, each can deliver high performance in a manner consistent with their slightly different views and definitions of performance.
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The Handyscope HS4 (50MHzs 12/14/16 bit) is a powerful and versatile four channel measuring instrument with extension.

The Handyscope HS4 starts a new standard for multi channel measuring.

It offers perfect measure qualities and through the USB connection it is easy to connect to every PC. Because of the very versatile software it becomes simple to extend the instrument to 512 channels.
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- Spectrum analyzer with a dynamic range of 95 dB
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- Auto start/stop triggering
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- Auto trigger level and hysteresis setting
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Today's embedded systems are becoming increasingly complex. Applications are becoming more distributed and individual systems (nodes) are becoming more heterogeneous. Additional complexity is added with real-time and dynamically-changing data requirements. Just to make the problem even more interesting, systems are required to enable seamless access to the data they contain through a variety of methods. Low-level messaging, publish/subscribe, data storage and SQL (Structured Query Language), and web service technologies are expected to be fully integrated, scalable and upgradeable in today's distributed applications.

By moving from a message-centric point-to-point solutions, which tend to be operating system specific and/or proprietary implementation oriented to standards-based data-centric technologies, we can develop systems that are inherently more robust, maintainable and upgradeable to meet changing customer and market requirements. Such a data-oriented approach decouples the system implementation in time, space and function, which significantly simplifies lifecycle development of the distributed system.

Recognising that it's the data that is critical in your system, by defining the data and its transient states you can completely define your system. You can then enable your application developers to use the development tools most familiar to them. Such an approach simplifies integration between nodes and addresses the issues of running on and connecting between heterogeneous real-time nodes and back-end Unix systems. For real-time access to data you can use standards-based publish/subscribe peer-to-peer technologies that facilitate high-speed deterministic connectivity, while your back-end system developers, which are more familiar with the enterprise space, can use SQL for their data processing needs and can access localised data or data on the real-time nodes. The following example will illustrate these concepts and ideas.

Example
The following diagram depicts a typical distributed system problem we are trying to solve, using this data-oriented approach. The goal in this example is to maintain the temperature in many buildings, using embedded controllers each hooked to a number of sensors. Each of these sensors and control processes are connected through a transport mechanism such as Ethernet, shared memory, or bus backplane technologies.

In order to simplify this example, we will only focus on the data the sensors send to their controller and how it can be distributed throughout the entire system. The first step in a data-centric approach is to carefully describe the data format in a standards-based way, either IDL or XML, and give it a "Topic" name. Topics are the element of the Data Distribution Service (DDS) middleware publish-subscribe standard (see sidebar) which identifies the data objects and provides the basic connection between publishers and subscribers. Publishers, the individual sensors in this example, register topics with the middleware they wish to receive. Publishers, the individual sensors in this example, register topics with the middleware they wish to receive. The controller can simply subscribe to "TempSensor", the Topic's name, and receive all the sensor updates for that building.

Basic protocols such as TCP-UDP/IP or higher-level protocols such as HTTP can be used to provide standardised communication paths between each of the nodes. To achieve data integrity and fail-over capabilities, multiple controllers and sensors can be deployed in each building. Additionally, depending on the size of the building, multiple controllers, each with appropriate backups could be distributed for the different zones. Controllers within a building need to collaborate and all data collected from the various sensors is stored real-time in web-accessible databases. With the inclusion of these distributed databases, we are providing a standards-based way for external applications to obtain, process and manipulate real-time sensor data without having to know the specifics of the real-time data infrastructure. The external access and monitoring applications can simply receive real-time updates from any sensor as well as issue commands to the various controllers via SQL, ensuring that optimal temperature is maintained. This simply stated example is surprisingly complex, containing many elements of real-time messaging, data integrity and failover capabilities, integration with databases, web services, as well as scalability and modularity concerns.

Data model
In order to simplify this example, we will only focus on the data the sensors send to their controller and how it can be distributed throughout the entire system. The first step in a data-centric approach is to carefully describe the data format in a standards-based way, either IDL or XML, and give it a "Topic" name. Topics are the element of the Data Distribution Service (DDS) middleware publish-subscribe standard (see sidebar) which identifies the data objects and provides the basic connection between publishers and subscribers. Publishers, the individual sensors in this example, register topics with the middleware they wish to receive. The controller can simply subscribe to "TempSensor", the Topic's name, and receive all the sensor updates for that building. Similarly, a sensor does not need to know if it is sending its data to one or multiple controllers.
Specification of the Topic's name is a key element in a data-centric approach to creating open real-time systems. One could name each sensor's topic based on its unique location in the building, “Floor12Room3Sensor1” for example, but the controller would then need to be configured every time a sensor is added or removed from the system. Topics (name and type) define the standard interface for the distributed system and should be chosen appropriately.

**Data type**

Specification of the Topic's data type is equally important as the Topic's name. For this example we are using Interface Definition Language (IDL) because it is an open standard and readily maps to XML and SQL semantics.

In the definition of the Topic's type, one or more data elements can be chosen to be a “Key”. Keys provide scalability and the communication infrastructure can use the key to sort and order data from many sensors. In this example, without Keys, one would need to create individual Topics for each sensor. Topic names for these topics might be: Sensor_1, Sensor_2, and so on. Therefore, even though each Topic is comprised of the same data type, there would still be multiple Topics. With keys, there is only one topic, “TempSensor”, used to report temperatures.

New sensors can be added without creating a new Topic. The publishing application would just need to set a new ID when it was ready to publish. An application can also have a situation where there are multiple publishers of the same Topic with the same string. In the context of our example, different buildings map to different Domains. Domains can be combined to enable a new class of applications. In particular, DDS can be used to enable a truly decentralised data structure for distributed database management system (DBMS).

**Data-centric QoS**

Data-centric communication using DDS provides the ability to specify various parameters like the rate of publication, rate of subscription, how long the data is valid and many others. These QoS parameters allow system designers to construct a distributed application based on the requirements for, and availability of, each specific piece of data. A data-centric environment allows you to have a communication mechanism that is custom tailored to your distributed application's specific requirements yet remains a loosely coupled design and architecture.

The ability to set QoS on a per-entity basis is a significant capability provided by DDS. Being able to specify different QoS parameters for each individual Topic, Publisher or Subscriber, gives developers many options when designing their system. Through the combination of these parameters, a system architect can construct a distributed application to address an entire range of requirements, from simple communication patterns to complex data interactions.

The following briefly details how one might leverage a few of the QoS in DDS for this example.

- **Domain** - A Domain is the basic DDS construct used to bind individual publications and subscriptions together for communication. A distributed application can select to use single or multiple domains for its data-centric communications. In the example, different buildings map to different Domains. Domains isolate communication, promote scalability and segregate different classifications of data.

- **Partition** - The Partition QoS is a way to logically separate Topics within a Domain. The value is a string. If Subscriber sets this string, then it will only receive messages from Publishers that have set the same string. In the context of our example, Partitions can be used to group sensors on different floors. For example, we want to divide the building into different zones, where each zone is controlled by a dedicated controller, the sensor and controller could set the Partition to “Floor 1” and “Floor 1-6” respectively. Here, the controller will receive data from all sensors on floors 1 through 6. So, using Partitions make it easy to group the sensors that are 'hooked' to a controller. A controller can take over a different zone by changing or adding to its Partition list.

- **Ownership** - The Ownership QoS specifies whether or not multiple publishers can update the same data object and also how you achieve fault-tolerance using DDS.

Returning to our example, if we have multiple sensors in the same room and we only want to get data from the primary (as long as it is functioning) then the Ownership QoS policy is set to Exclusive, stating that only one sensor can update that keyed value. Setting the Ownership policy to Shared is stating that we can have multiple sensors in the same room all reporting the same piece of keyed data. In this case the controller would get all updates from all sensors and treat the values as the same measurement.

- **Reliability** - Finally, the Reliability QoS may be set on a per Topic basis and informs the middleware that the Subscription should receive all data (no missed samples) from a Publication even over non-reliable transports. Generally, for periodic publications, Reliability doesn't need to be set since you can just get the updated value one sample period later. Although periodic sensor data doesn't need to be delivered reliably, synchronisation commands between Controllers in this example could be.

**Integration with databases**

The final element of our example system is the integration of real-time data and traditional relational databases. Since both these technologies are data-centric and complementary, they can be combined to enable a new class of applications. In particular, DDS can be used to enable a truly decentralised database structure for distributed database management system (DBMS), giving developers many options when designing their system.
while DBMS technology can be used to provide persistence for real-time DDS data.

Working with the example, each building can maintain the history of the various building sensors in a locally maintained database. The application that manages all buildings would have its own automatically maintained database of the specific data stores (tables) from each building that the application needed. Information is pushed to where it is needed, not senselessly replicated throughout the distributed system.

IDL data models can be automatically and cleanly mapped to SQL table schemas. For example, the Topic “TempSensor” becomes a table named “TempSensor” and the data contents, identified by the Key, become rows in the table.

Essentially, the database is simply another subscription to the sensors’ update and automatically receives current data from all the distributed sensors. Changes to the database are pushed to entities that are interested in that particular topic/table name. Embedded applications don’t need to know SQL or ODBC semantics, and the database applications don’t need to know publish/subscribe semantics. This is a critical point when building large systems: get the data to where it needs to go in a format that is native to the developers.

For true data integrity and scalability, databases should be distributed as well.

RTI’s SkyBoard implements a distributed shared database, where fragments of the shared database are kept in the data caches of the hosts in the network on an as-needed basis. Thus, the database becomes a combination of the data stores distributed throughout the system. When a node updates a table by executing a SQL INSERT, UPDATE or DELETE statement on the data cache, the update is proactively pushed to other hosts that access this table via real-time publish-and-subscribe messaging, enabling real-time replication and synchronisation of any number of remote data stores.

Finally, once data is automatically entered and maintained in a DBMS, using standard tools, one can build a web application that accesses and manipulates the database data. Thus, the web application does not need to know how many buildings, sensors or controllers there are in the system. Nor does the web application need to know the middleware specifics that the temperature control system is using to distribute data. The application can just use SQL and ODBC to read and change all the available real-time data in the system decoupling implementation specifics across the system.

Summary
By starting with the data model and designing the systems following a data-centric approach, we demonstrated building a system that seamlessly integrates a variety of different communication trends and data store trends (database and embedded local data types), while still achieving a high degree of data integrity.

The DDS Standard
The Data Distribution Service (DDS) specification standardises the software application programming interface (API) by which a distributed application can use “Data-Centric Publish-Subscribe” (DCPS) as a communication mechanism.

The DDS standard has three main goals:
1. To define a model for communication as pure data-centric exchanges, where applications publish (supply or stream) data, which is then available to remote applications that are interested in it.
2. To provide a mechanism of specifying the available resources and publishing policies that allow the middleware to align the resources to the most critical requirements, giving system designers the ability to control Quality of Service (QoS) properties that affect predictability, overhead and resource utilisation.
3. To permit systems to scale to hundreds or thousands of publishers and subscribers in a robust manner.

Since DDS is implemented as an “infrastructure” solution, it can be added as the communication interface for any software application.

Advantages of DDS:
• Based on a simple “publish-subscribe” communication trend
• Flexible and adaptable architecture that supports “auto-discovery” of new or stale endpoint applications
• Low overhead – can be used with high-performance systems
• Deterministic data delivery
• Dynamically scalable, efficient use of transport bandwidth
• Supports one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one and many-to-many communications
• Large number of configuration parameters that give developers complete control of each message in the system

DDS provides an infrastructure layer that enables many different types of applications to communicate with each other. The DDS specification is governed by the Object Management Group (OMG), which is the same organisation that governs the specifications for CORBA, UML and many other standards. A copy of the DDS specification can be obtained from the OMG website at www.omg.org.
Jeremy Copp investigates the standard audio capabilities in today’s handsets and the requirements for embedding audio capabilities into chipsets.

Since the success of monophonic ringtones in the late 1990s, the audio capabilities of the mobile phone have improved on yearly. Consumers now expect rich polyphonic audio as a standard feature on their handsets, in much the same way as they demand a colour screen or built-in camera.

This article will investigate the standard audio capabilities in today’s handsets and the factors driving the recent surge in adoption. It will also consider the manufacturers’ motivations, needs and requirements, in terms of embedding audio capabilities into their handsets, chipsets and reference designs.

Not just a ringtone

Whilst the ‘crazy frog’ ringtone was driving everybody crazy last year, it also placed the ringtone at the forefront of the collective consciousness. However, this represents only a small component of the advanced audio capabilities of mobile phones.

Today, network operators deliver a wide range of additional value added services that rely on audio. Network operators drive such advances as they seek to increase revenues from non-voice services of which audio is a core component.

Nevertheless, the success of the mobile audio experience is highly dependent upon the quality of the sound generated. In contrast to the tinny, single note of the first generation mobile ringtones, today’s handsets are able to produce audio playback of ever increasing quality. The ability to create ‘natural’ musical sounds with a wide variety of instrumentation and effects encourages personalisation, increases use of the phone and creates a more acceptable audio environment.

A high fidelity audio experience is also essential if mobile phones are to be used for music playback applications.

One example is in enhancing the user experience for mobile gaming, an area in which the operators are concentrating a great deal of resources. Mobile gaming has rapidly evolved from simple games to hugely complex, immersive games offering hours of gameplay. Leading games publisher Glu Mobile was one of the first developers to make full use of the high quality audio synthesis within its games. In contrast to the first generation of mobile games that were silent, allowing programmers to access the audio engine from within the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), the user experience can be dramatically enhanced with high quality atmospheric background music and realistic sound effects.

Mobile audio standards

One can clearly see the potential applications for audio as a revenue generator in mobile applications. However, the adherence to industry standards is a key consideration. The wider audio industry has always benefited from adherence to standards. The successes of formats ranging from vinyl to the CD were all based on the industry deciding upon a fixed standard and then sticking to it. The benefits to such a policy extend across the value chain from the consumer, who can buy any music album safe in the knowledge that it will play perfectly on their hi-fi equipment, to the record company, who don’t have to stock different versions of their music for Sony or Panasonic stereos, for example.

It is no different in the mobile phone world. Conformity to such standards benefits consumer, operator and content producer alike. The mobile value chain is already painfully aware of the drawbacks of non-standardised handset technologies. The problems are well illustrated through the current situation with the Java J2ME profile, which, whilst nominally a standard, is also highly fragmented. This lack of standardisation means that mobile games developers must create different versions for each and every handset manufacturer and often different versions for different handset ranges from the same manufacturer.

One such standard is the MIDI format, which has been around for over twenty years and is published...
and administered by the MIDI Manufacturers Association (MMA) and its Japanese affiliated organisation, AMEI. Both MMA and AMEI have been active in publishing audio file format standards that are designed for the wireless environment, specifically Scalable Polyphony MIDI (SPMIDI) and eXtensible Music Format (XMF). The technical groups within 3GPP have recently adopted both standards, the SPMIDI and XMF (in a format known as Mobile XMF), as formats for structured audio.

SPMIDI allows audio content authors to produce one file that will play optimally on a range of devices with varying maximum polyphony levels. This means that both the content and service providers have to only manage and deliver one file, rather than having to author and deliver a number of different files, each optimised for different phone models.

XMF is a multimedia container format that allows for custom instrument definitions, custom linear samples and multiple audio files to be delivered in a secure format to the device. This allows audio composers to include special instruments or sound effects in the content and also to sequence linear digital sample with MIDI data. Examples of these could include sound effects or vocal loops. XMF allows CD quality audio to be delivered in a small file size, together with the necessary copyright acknowledgement and rights protection information.

The latest generation mobile phones support both SPMIDI and Mobile XMF formats for ringtones and multimedia messaging audio clips, ensuring both a high fidelity audio experience for the user and an environment for open standards based services to be deployed.

**Hardware vs. software implementation**

It can be clearly seen that standards such as XMF and SPMIDI benefit the entire mobile value chain. As such, network operators will support and increasingly mandate both standards for their handset ranges.

However, whilst the standards have now been defined, the issue of incorporating support on the handset still exists. The early audio engines on mobile phones were comprised of an additional hardware chipset built into the device. This approach found favour when handsets did not support sufficient processing power to support a software solution. However, as Moore’s Law plays its role on the mobile phone, the disadvantages of this approach have been highlighted. These include:

- **Cost:** a dedicated audio chip can add significantly to the bill of materials for a phone, costing several dollars per unit cost.
- **Power:** adding an additional device to the phone increases power consumption and decreases the time that the phone can run on battery charge.

This has become an even greater issue as components such as colour screens and more powerful processors are very power hungry.

- **Physical volume:** hardware devices occupy additional space within the phone, making it harder to reduce the size of the device.
- **Flexibility:** the synthesiser has a fixed configuration and audio performance, meaning that manufacturers cannot differentiate their products within their product range nor against competitors and that the audio performance of the synthesiser cannot be optimised to match the characteristics of the audio output stage.
- **Supply chain:** a single source of devices can potentially represent a risk to a manufacturer’s ability to maintain volume production if supplies are limited. This is especially important with mobile phones, which are a very high volume product.

The processor and memory capacities of mobile phone devices today can now support a full software wavetable synthesiser implementation, and many manufacturers are adopting this solution.

A pure software solution provides significant flexibility to the manufacturer for integrating and customising the synthesiser for a wide range of products. Device designers have the freedom to partition the audio engine to match the underlying hardware architecture, having the potential to split the processing tasks between a main microprocessor and coprocessor DSP(s), if required. The capabilities of the synthesiser can also be varied between products in the range, allowing for product differentiation and additional features to be included in high-end models.

A software implementation also allows easy expansion of the audio engine capabilities to support additional audio formats and new requirements without the need for any hardware redesign.

**Gone soft**

Another major benefit of a pure software approach is that the audio performance of the synthesiser can be fully customised and optimised to match the characteristics of the audio output stage, hence ensuring the highest quality sound output. With a fully configurable wavetable, the manufacturer can choose which instruments to populate the device with, the size and resolution of samples for each instrument definition, and optimise the instrument samples to match the frequency characteristics of the audio amplifier and transducer in the phone. This means that manufacturers can further differentiate their products by having a distinctive sound and instrumentation set. Crucially, the audio optimisation is carried out by the device manufacturer rather than being demanded from the content developers who have to do optimisation for all specific phone models, as is the case in a fixed hard-
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ware synthesiser implementation. Indeed, such is the flexibility of a pure software wavetable implementation that the instrumentation set could be produced to exactly replicate the sound of a hardware FM synthesiser, if required.

Licensing software synthesiser technology also provides the manufacturer with a significant cost saving over a hardware solution, with costs per unit in the order of a few cents for high volume devices. This reduces the overall bill of materials for the phone and, as such, potentially increases the manufacturers' margin. A software solution is capable of using existing memory and processor resources (and so not requiring additional devices) and occupies no physical space in the device. It is possible for a manufacturer to invest in a single technology that can be applied across all devices in its product range, allowing any research and development costs to be amortised over all products.

A software implementation also eliminates a dependency upon the supplier to provide product to meet production deadlines and so reduces single sourcing risks (especially if the manufacturer has access or rights to the software source code).

Embedding

Audio software can be embedded directly in chipsets and reference designs. Optimisation of the audio engine can take place at the core of wireless chipsets, for example. The software is embedded into the ROM. This allows handset producers to develop mass-market handsets based on validated hardware and software reference designs, which support the complete range of advanced audio and multimedia standards. They also stand to gain from significant improvements in time to market as well as cost savings in the production of devices.

As such, embedding audio technology in software at the chipset level makes logical sense for today's handset manufacturers. Even though the phones of today have come on leaps and bounds from the first generation models of the late 1990s, they still represent a significantly constrained environment with not only limited processing resources (both the power of the microprocessor and the amount of memory available), but also power usage and physical volume. This means that any method of adding advanced functionality, such as audio, whilst working within physical and commercial considerations is sure to be attractive.
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Simulated Software Project Driven by Quality Gates

Daniel Lübke and Thomas Flohr from the Software Engineering Group at the University of Hannover in Germany present their experience from a simulated software project, driven by Quality Gates.

Teaching software development skills is perhaps one of the most difficult tasks in IT education because many necessary skills cannot be taught but need to be experienced by the students in real-world projects. This is especially true for social restrictions and problems, like teamwork, communication with the customer and hard deadlines, which are difficult to teach in classes.

In order to prepare our students for their future job, we decided to conduct a software project with customers, quality assurance (QA) and restrictions concerning communication and time. We successfully used quality gates (QG) to structure the project, create constant time-pressure and to better control the whole process and quality. QG is a quality checkpoint in a software project at which certain quality aspects of existing project’s deliverables are checked.

Here, we present our project setup, the aspects we simulated and the experiences we (including the students) had while conducting the project.

We also focus on the areas that need improvement in the future.

Difficult task
Teaching Software Engineering (SE) practices to students is a difficult task. Most students learn their first programming language in the first year of their studies. Within the programming classes, small examples are the only viable option to show techniques and facilitate abstraction abilities. With this limited programming experience, students attend SE lectures, in which techniques designed to successfully perform larger and even many parallel projects are presented. Such SE techniques have been developed by practiced people with hands-on experience in developing software.

Therefore, students need the appropriate experience as well, in order to understand the implications and advantages of these SE techniques. Otherwise, these formalised and, sometimes, very bureaucratic methodologies seem to unnecessarily slow down projects by introducing many additional activities besides the implementation.

The solution provided by many universities is a compulsory software project or a corresponding lab. However, the questions remain how to design such a course, how close can it resemble reality and how close should it resemble reality. The main problem with this is that larger projects need certain programming and software development practice for being successful. Therefore, there is an experience dependency cycle, which needs to be overcome (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Dependency cycle in teaching SE skills](image-url)

To overcome this dependency cycle, our university’s software project is designed to convey selected experiences with chosen problems and techniques typical for software projects, like simulated time-pressure and QGs. We selected methods, which we think are the most important for the students to understand. The selection of methods allows students to break into the dependency cycle by improving their skills and gain practice and experience in certain methods. Later, they are able to improve their skill-set upon these experiences, because they are able to better understand implications of more complicated concepts, like eXtreme Programming, CMM and others.

For teaching classical project setups in our software project, we ‘created’ a virtual company in which nine student-teams should develop different projects. The teams had to obey certain rules. These rules should stipulate certain experiences and make the influences of certain SE techniques more transparent. Within our students’ software-project we split up roles (customer, developers, quality assurance), tried to limit the time the developers (students) could spend with the customers (supervisors)
and supervised all teams with quality gates. The setup was chosen in a way that allowed students to learn teamwork, to communicate with customers and to learn QGs as a method of ensuring quality of the process and the deliverables.

**Quality gates**

Normally, a control committee performs the checks in a QG session, together with the project leaders. The check itself is solely based on a checklist containing the necessary deliverables and the aspects to prove. The checklist only contains formal checks, like if some properties, like versioning, specific chapters etc., are present. More in-depth inspects can be done before the QG by experts or within reviews. The positive outcome of such analysis becomes a check on the checklist.

If successful (i.e. all aspects are fulfilled or only small improvements are necessary), the project team passes the QG and can proceed to the next phase of the project. If the projects deliverables are insufficient, the team must improve or (re)create them. In the latter case, all deliverables are checked again in another QG session. At a QG, the project can also be stopped, if the deliverables show that the project is doomed to fail or other events occurred. Such outside events can include financial problems of the company or market changes making the project not marketable. The QG session’s output is a protocol including the discovered flaws and the decision of the control committee.

The entire process of a QG is illustrated in Figure 2.

Several QGs can be used in a software project to structure it. For example, at the end of any project's phase, a QG session

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Checklist “Ready for Implementation”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Team data</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submission of deliverables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time, Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date for Quality Gate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necessary deliverables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software design document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule for tests and implementations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The deliverables are printed out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The deliverables are written in German or English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The deliverables are almost free of typing errors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All deliverables have a version number and a creation date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements on the software design document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The template for the software design document is used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General concepts are explained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is graphical overview of the classes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements on the software design document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is a schedule when to run the tests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The team passes the QG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Extract of a quality gate checklist

As a methodology, the QG is used to ensure a “minimal” quality of the deliverables of a certain phase in projects’ progress. The checklist is not only related to one special project, it can be seen as general checklist for different kinds of software projects or at least related projects.

Figure 2: Procedure of a quality gate
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**Project's setup**
The main constraint for the software project was the available time for supervising students while maintaining a high quality level of teaching. Therefore, the use of QGs seemed appropriate and was used to structure the whole development process. The development process was divided into analysis, design and implementation. After each of these steps, a QG assured “minimal” quality of the deliverables. For example, it was checked if there are acceptance test-cases within the requirements document produced in the analysis phase. If a team failed a QG, it had one week to fix the found mistakes. After that week, a second QG checked the team’s deliverables again. If the second QG failed again, the team’s project was cancelled and the students would have failed. The process and time structure using QGs can be seen in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: The software project's phases delimited by quality gates](image)

A prerequisite for the QG were the approvals of “experts”. For example, the customer needed to sign the requirements document and the design was checked by walkthroughs or reviews. The QGs took place at a seminar room that was arranged like a courtroom, with the supervisors acting as “judges” in front of the developers (see Figure 5). One supervisor was going through the checklist, while the other two were checking the submitted deliverables for the given quality attributes. After the whole checklist was done, the judgement was made. If there were no failures, the team passed without having to do any changes. If there were some shortcomings in the deliverables, the supervisors decided whether the QG was failed or if it was sufficient to let the team proceed and correct the mistakes. These corrections had to be brought to the team’s QA expert. Each QG session took about 20-30 minutes, with all nine taking approximately 4.5 hours.

![Figure 5: A quality gate session](image)

**Experiences and feedback**
While conducting the software project, we experienced lots of aspects of the QGs we had not thought about before. Furthermore, we got students’ feedback after the whole project. To conserve these impressions and experiences, we used the LIDs approach (see below). LIDs is a light-weight technique for experience solicitation and can easily capture experiences. This is done in a discussion guided by a template in which a moderator types the arguments of the participants. Additionally, we handed out a questionnaire to the students, which also contained questions about their opinion of QGs.

Overall, the feedback was positive. They sought to structure a software project, and the checklists are useful to indicate which deliverables are necessary for the different project’s phases. Nevertheless, some groups considered the QG method patronising, because the committee checked also small (formal) details, like missing page and version numbers of the deliverables. Since most groups were not aware of the QG procedure, this led to irritations at the first QG.

Students also seemed to be surprised that only the quality aspects are being checked for, mainly because they did not read the checklists carefully enough or, simply, misunderstood them. Most students had the expectation that also a document’s content or product’s functionality is tested and were not afraid of failing the QG. The same students also did not take the checklists very seriously and, therefore, ignored some aspects of the project. After the first QG session, students said that just writing something inside the documents should be enough to pass the QG, as long as the quality aspects are fulfilled. Two teams also mentioned that QGs are too bureaucratic.

Altogether two groups failed the first QG and had to attend a further iteration of the same QG. Nearly all other teams had minor deficiencies in their documents, but passed the first QG. All teams learned from the conduction of the first QG and mastered the next two QGs without any major problems, with the exception of one group, which failed the second quality gate in the walkthrough.

One team also was puzzled because the customer attended the quality gates in the role of a QA. This had a negative impact on the role play aspect of the software project but was a problem of our set-up, because all supervisors were attending all QGs. Furthermore, the students answered questions about the QGs after the project. Altogether we evaluated 44 questionnaires and some results are shown in Figure 6.

Most students found the QGs helpful for structuring the project and think that the software project was more realistic because of their usage. Because of this, most students answered that for further software projects, QGs should be conducted again. Nearly half of the students answered, that by the imposed deadlines before the QGs, the workload was more evenly distributed across the whole project timeframe. However, nearly as many students felt that QGs were too bureaucratic. Only one student...
thought that QGs were unfair. At this point, we would have expected a higher number of students agreeing with this option of the observations we made during the QGs.

After the second series of QGs, we decided to conduct a supervisor-only LIDs session to evaluate the results of the first two QGs.

We observed that the second QG was quite more successful than the first one, despite the fact that three staff members attended nine QG sessions (each 30 minutes) on one day and nine walkthroughs or reviews (each 120 minutes) in the same week. This workload was really exhausting and we observed that at one session we became less critical in judging the deliverables.

We also noticed that students better understood the QG concept after attending the first QG session. Prior to the second QG, the students asked the QA to check formal aspects in their documents. Quality obviously became better and, to our surprise, all teams successfully delivered software.

Improvements

From our point of view, quality gates proved as a valuable addition to software projects with students in university. QGs successfully spread the workload across the project’s phases, outlined the essential deliverables of each phase and ensured a minimum quality. Nevertheless, some improvements will be done for the following software projects. Among them is editing the checklists to increase the number of software projects they can be applied to. So far, our checklists are only created for Java projects and could not be fully applied to PHP projects.

In future software projects, the customer will not be allowed to attend the QGs in order to avoid their confusion with supervisor roles.

Some minor corrections will be done to the checklists to fix some flaws. Some aspects were hard to prove (in the given time) and very few are not exactly quality aspects.

We must give a better introduction to the QG concept in the project’s beginning. Although QGs were part of the SE lecture, students did not fully understand that only quality aspects are checked for or did not know that a QG is a strict barrier.

Furthermore, students need to be told beforehand that QGs are very formalistic and the labour they invested to create a “perfect” document is not honoured.

Nine QGs on one day are far too many and this reduces the ability to judge critically. Because not all three scientific staff members are needed in a QG session, we will reduce that to only two persons, thereby further reducing effort to control parallel projects.

The lengths of the project’s phases need to be planned by the students. Because teams had other tasks to solve, the same timeframe for e.g. doing design is unrealistic. Students will need to plan beforehand how long they might need to create the needed deliverables and then plan the QGs accordingly.

Furthermore, we are still planning to change the “pass with minor flaws” outcome of the QG. The requested changes need to be better tracked or QGs need to be strictly pass or fail. This would clearer emphasise the QG’s checkpoint function.

However, it will also increase student’s frustration, if they fail because of some minor flaws, like a missing version number.

Outlook

Quality gates have proven to be a very useful technique to supervise many projects with minimal effort. Because of the positive feedback we got and the experiences we had ourselves, we plan to keep QGs in future software projects. For this, we will further improve the QG process. Checklists will be improved and we will reduce the number of supervisors attending the sessions. This will further reduce the effort we need to invest for supervising the teams.

Additionally, from a psychological point of view, we must better outline the difference between quality and functionality aspects to avoid disappointments. This is the aspect, which puzzled students the most.

All in all, all participants to the software project, including students and supervisors, found QGs to be a valuable tool to guide software projects.
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Automatic Conversions Between Analogue and Digital Rational Transfer Functions

Aydin Kizilkaya of Pamukkale University and Erkan Yuce of Bogazici University, both in Turkey, present simple and fast algorithms, which automatically perform either continuous-time to discrete-time or discrete-time to continuous-time conversions for rational system transfer functions, without computing matrix inversions.

Conversions between analogue and digital transfer functions (TFs) are often encountered, especially in control and filter design applications. Given an analogue transfer function $H_A(s)$, the corresponding digital transfer function $H(z)$ can be found very easily. Similarly, if the digital transfer function $H_D(z)$ is known, then the associated analogue transfer function $H(s)$ is very easy to obtain.

Tustin’s approach in M. Gopal’s “Digital Control and State Variable Methods”, which is equivalent to the bilinear transformation based on the trapezoidal approximation, is generally used to derive a discrete-time description of a continuous, linear-time invariant system TF, and vice versa. However, the direct application of this approximation on higher order TFs is a highly time-consuming process in computer simulations. Furthermore, the use of Tustin’s approximation directly may be a cause to make mistakes in the analogue-to-digital (A/D) or digital-to-analogue (D/A) conversions of system TFs by hand calculation. To overcome these drawbacks, some special conversion matrices have been proposed in N.K. Bose’s “Properties of the $Q_n$-Matrix in Bilinear Transformation”, and K. Ichige, N. Otsuka and R. Ishii’s “An Automatic Design Procedure of IIR Digital Filters from an Analogue Low-pass Filter”, (p. 228) for deriving the corresponding digital TFs from the analogue prototypes, which have replaced the hand computations of bilinear transformation by automatic procedures. Note that these procedures are only valid for the sampling period $T = 2$, in which the bilinear transformation is equivalent to the Tustin’s approximation by taking $T$ as $T = 2$.

In this paper, two algorithms are proposed to perform the A/D and D/A conversions automatically and fast, by using the derived conversion matrices for the arbitrary sampling period $T$. The first algorithm provides the conversion from $s$-domain to $z$-domain, A/D conversion, and the second one is used to perform the conversion from $z$-domain to $s$-domain, D/A conversion, for a given rational TF. These algorithms are very simple and fast, and do not involve any matrix inversions to derive the related system TFs.

Conversion from $s$-domain to $z$-domain (A/D conversion)

It is well known that a general analogue rational system TF is given by:

$$H_A(s) = \frac{a_0 + a_1s + a_2s^2 + \ldots + a_ms^m}{b_0 + b_1s + b_2s^2 + \ldots + b_ns^n}, \quad m \leq n$$

(1)

The vectors $a$ and $b$, including the parameters of numerator and denominator polynomials in (1), are defined in the forms:

$$a = [a_0, a_1, \ldots, a_m]^T$$

(2a)

$$b = [b_0, b_1, \ldots, b_n]^T$$

(2b)

where the coefficients $\{ai ; i = 0, 1, \ldots, m\}$ and $\{bj ; j = 0, 1, \ldots, n\}$ are real and denote the parameters of analogue system TF.

Converting an existing analogue TF into digital system TFs for desired $T$ values is realised by the well-known conventional Tustin’s approximation. This approximation performs the one-to-one mapping from $s$-plane to $z$-plane, with an advantage that the imaginary axis of the $s$-plane is mapped into the unit circle in the $z$-plane. The mapping is
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defined by:
\[
\frac{s}{T} = \frac{2}{1 - \frac{1}{z^{-1}}}
\]
(3)

where \(T\) stands for the sampling period. Substituting (3) into (1) gives the corresponding digital TF expressed by:
\[
H(z) = \frac{c_0 + c_1 z^{-1} + c_2 z^{-2} + \ldots + c_n z^{-n}}{d_0 + d_1 z^{-1} + d_2 z^{-2} + \ldots + d_m z^{-m}}
\]
(4)

Note that \(c_i\) and \(d_j\) \((i = 0, 1, \ldots, m)\) in (4) denote the coefficients of digital system TF and are the functions of sampling period \(T\). From (4), we can get the following vectors \(c\) and \(d\):
\[
c = \begin{bmatrix} c_0, c_1, \ldots, c_n \end{bmatrix}^T
\]
(5a)
\[
d = \begin{bmatrix} d_0, d_1, \ldots, d_m \end{bmatrix}^T
\]
(5b)

The digital TF coefficients defined in (5) can easily be obtained benefitting from the analogue TF coefficients given in (2). For this aim, the following conversion matrix is derived:
\[
Q_m = \left[ q_{ij}^m \right] \in \mathbb{R}^{(k+1) \times (l+1)}
\]
(6)

where the coefficients \(\{q_{ij}^m ; i = 1, 2, \ldots, k+1\text{ }and\text{ }j = 1, 2, \ldots, l+1\}\) correspond to the \((i,j)\) elements of the conversion-matrix \(Q_m\). For \(i = 1, 2, \ldots, k+1\text{ }and\text{ }j = 1, 2, \ldots, l+1\), the values of \(q_{ij}^m\) are calculated by the following equation:
\[
q_{ij}^m = \sum_{p=0}^{n-j} \binom{n-j+1}{p-i} \binom{p}{j-1} c_i \cdot d_{j-p-1}
\]
(7)

Transformation from analogue TF coefficients \(\{a_i ; i = 0, 1, \ldots, m\}\) and \(\{b_j ; j = 0, 1, \ldots, n\}\) into the corresponding digital TF coefficients \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) \((i = 0, 1, \ldots, n)\) are simply performed by:
\[
c = Q_m^a a
\]
(8a)
\[
d = Q_m^b b
\]
(8b)

We observed that the formulae derived in (6)-(8) resemble the procedure given in K. Ichige, N. Otsuka and R. Ishii's "An Automatic Design Procedure of IIR Digital Filters from an Analogue Low-pass Filter", on page 228 for \(T = 2\). But, it is worthwhile to note that the equations in (6)-(8) are the generalised case of the procedure given in that paper. Consequently, these formulae can be used to compute the associated digital TFs from an analogue one, for different sampling intervals \(T\).

**Conversion from z-domain to s-domain (D/A conversion)**

A general digital rational system TF is defined by:
\[
H_d(z) = \frac{e_0 + e_1 z^{-1} + e_2 z^{-2} + \ldots + e_m z^{-m}}{f_0 + f_1 z^{-1} + f_2 z^{-2} + \ldots + f_n z^{-n}}, \quad m \leq n
\]
(9)

where \(\{e_i ; i = 0, 1, \ldots, m\}\) and \(\{f_j ; j = 0, 1, \ldots, n\}\) are real and denote the coefficients of the digital rational system TF. As in the previous section, we can define the following vectors \(e\) and \(f\):
\[
e = \begin{bmatrix} e_0, e_1, \ldots, e_m \end{bmatrix}^T
\]
(10a)
\[
f = \begin{bmatrix} f_0, f_1, \ldots, f_n \end{bmatrix}^T
\]
(10b)

For arbitrary values of sampling interval \(T\), in order to obtain the analogue versions of the TF described in (9), we use the transformation given in (3) by inverting it with the inverse mapping defined by:
\[
z^{-1} = \frac{2 - sT}{2 + sT}
\]
(11)

Substituting (11) into (9) gives the associated analogue rational TF represented by:
\[
H(s) = \frac{g_0 + g_1 s + g_2 s^2 + \ldots + g_m s^m}{p_0 + p_1 s + p_2 s^2 + \ldots + p_n s^n}
\]
(12)
where the analogue TF coefficients $g_i$ and $p_i$ ($i = 0, 1, \ldots, n$) are functions of the sampling period $T$. From (12), we can define the following vectors $g$ and $p$:

$$ g = [g_0, g_1, \ldots, g_n]^T $$

(13a)

$$ p = [p_0, p_1, \ldots, p_n]^T $$

(13b)

The analogue TF coefficients in (13) can easily be computed by using the digital TF coefficients in (10). For this aim, the following conversion matrix is derived:

$$ Q^{\beta}_n = [q^{\beta}_i] \in \mathbb{R}^{(k+1) \times (l+1)} $$

(14)

where the coefficients $\{q^{\beta}_i ; i = 1, 2, \ldots, k+1 \text{ and } j = 1, 2, \ldots, l+1\}$ correspond to the $(i, j)$ elements of the conversion matrix $Q^{\beta}_n$. For $i = 1, 2, \ldots, k+1$ and $j = 1, 2, \ldots, l+1$, the values of $q^{\beta}_i$ are calculated by the following equation:

$$ q^{\beta}_i = T^{2i+1} \sum_{p=0}^{n-j} (-1)^{p+1} \binom{j-1}{p-1} \binom{n-j+1}{p} $$

(15a)

Transformation from digital TF coefficients $\{e_i ; i = 0, 1, \ldots, m\}$ and $\{f_j ; j = 0, 1, \ldots, n\}$ into the associated analogue coefficients $g_i$ and $p_i$ ($i = 0, 1, \ldots, n$) are simply performed by:

$$ g = Q^{\beta}_m e $$

(16a)

$$ p = Q^{\beta}_m f $$

As a result, for different $T$ values, derived equations (14)-(16) can be used to produce the corresponding analogue rational system TFs.

Remarks on the proposed algorithms
The $s$-domain to $z$-domain, A/D conversion method presented in this paper resembles and it follows closely the formulation given in K. Ichige, N. Otsuka and R. Ishii’s “An Automatic Design Procedure of IIR Digital Filters from an Analogue Low-pass Filter”, for $T = 2$, but it adds the generality that it is valid for any sampling period $T$. In control or signal processing applications, the sampling period $T$ may be chosen as a different value, which usually is not equal to 2.

A by-product of this paper is a method suggested to obtain the conversion from $z$-domain to $s$-domain, D/A conversion, without requiring any matrix inversion. A practical application for such conversion may be the stability analysis of a discrete time system for which the sampling period is known. One method of the stability analysis of a characteristic polynomial in the $z$-domain is the Jury test, which is quite cumbersome. The proposed conversion method from $z$-domain to $s$-domain will yield a characteristic equation in $s$-domain that can be tested with the very simple Routh-Hurwitz test.

Computer simulations
Two examples are considered to show the capability of the proposed algorithms. Firstly, we shall transform a given analogue low-pass TF $H_A(s)$ to the associated digital TFs $H_D(z)$, by using the formulae derived in (6)-(8), for different values of sampling period $T$. Next, the corresponding analogue TFs $H_A(s)$ will be derived automatically from a given digital band-pass TF $H_D(z)$, by using the formulae derived in (14)-(16) for different $T$ values.

Example 1: Conversion from $s$-domain to $z$-domain (A/D conversion)
Let the existing analogue rational system TF $H_A(s)$ be of the sixth-order Butterworth low-pass filter characteristic whose coefficients are computed by using the table given in S. Franco’s “Design with Operational Amplifiers and Analog Integrated Circuits” on page 169, assuming that the angular resonance frequency equals one. Then the coeffi-
cient vectors and the corresponding TF for this filter are given as:

\[ a = [1]^T \]

\[ b = [1 \ 3.8626 \ 7.4624 \ 9.1338 \ 7.4624 \ 3.8626 \ 1]^T \]

and:

\[ H_A(s) = \frac{1}{1 + 3.8626s + 7.4624s^2 + 9.1338s^3 + 7.4624s^4 + 3.8626s^5 + s^6} \]

In order to transform the analogue TF in (17) into the corresponding digital rational system TFs as in the form of (4), the coefficients \( c_i \) and \( d_i \) (i = 0, 1,..., n) must be found. Thus, the conversion matrices whose elements are obtained by (7) are firstly established as in (6). In this example, we observed that the respective orders of the numerator and denominator polynomials are \( m = 0 \) and \( n = 6 \). Hence, the following conversion matrices named as \( Q_{mm}^A \) and \( Q_{nn}^A \) are to be used for computing the coefficients of the corresponding digital TFs. They can be obtained as the function of sampling period \( T \):

\[
Q_{mm}^A = \begin{bmatrix} T^6 & 6T^5 & 15T^4 & 20T^3 & 15T^2 & 6T & 1 \\ 6T^6 & 8T^5 & 10T^4 & 7T^3 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 15T^6 & 10T^5 & -4T^4 & -24T^3 & -16T^2 & 160T & 960 \\ 20T^6 & 0 & -16T^4 & 0 & 64T^2 & 0 & -1280 \end{bmatrix} \quad (18)
\]

\[
Q_{nn}^A = \begin{bmatrix} T^6 & 2T^5 & 4T^4 & 8T^3 & 16T^2 & 32T & 64 \\ 6T^6 & 8T^5 & 8T^4 & 0 & -32T^2 & -128T & -384 \\ 15T^6 & 10T^5 & -4T^4 & -24T^3 & -16T^2 & 160T & 960 \\ 20T^6 & 0 & -16T^4 & 0 & 64T^2 & 0 & -1280 \end{bmatrix} \quad (18)
\]

As an example, if the sampling period \( T \) is taken as \( T = 10 \) in (18), the corresponding digital TF coefficients can then be obtained easily from the expressions defined in (8a) and (8b):

\[ c = 10^6[1 \ 6 \ 15 \ 20 \ 15 \ 6 \ 1]^T \]

\[ d = 10^6[2.1574 \ 9.6579 \ 18.34 \ 18.8525 \ 11.0411 \ 3.4876 \ 0.4636]^T \]

Thus, if these coefficients are placed in (4), the digital rational TF corresponding to (17) is in the form of:

\[ H(z) = \frac{1 + 6z^{-1} + 15z^{-2} + 20z^{-3} + 15z^{-4} + 6z^{-5} + z^{-6}}{2.1574 + 9.6579z^{-1} + 18.34z^{-2} + 18.8525z^{-3} + 11.0411z^{-4} + 3.4876z^{-5} + 0.4636z^{-6}} \]

Frequency characteristics of the analogue and associated digital low-pass TFs are depicted in Figure 1. In the same figure, four frequency characteristics of associated digital TFs, obtained by using the conversion matrices defined in (18) for \( T = 0.7, \ T = 1.8, \ T = 4 \) and \( T = 10 \) are plotted.

**Example 2: Conversion from \( z \)-domain to \( s \)-domain (D/A conversion)**

In this example, we shall transform a given digital TF \( H_D(z) \) to the associated analogue TFs \( H(s) \) for arbitrary \( T \) values. The digital TF in the form of (9) has the characteristic of fourth-order band-pass filter whose coefficient vectors and the TF are given by:

\[ e = [0.3499 \ 0 \ -0.6998 \ 0 \ 0.3499]^T \]

\[ f = [1 \ 0 \ -0.2194 \ 0 \ 0.1801]^T \]

and:

\[ H_D(z) = \frac{0.3499 - 0.6998z^{-2} + 0.3499z^{-4}}{1 - 0.2194z^{-2} + 0.1801z^{-4}} \]

Digital rational system TF in (19) is also considered in B. Psenicka and F. Garcia-Ugalde's "Z Transform from Lowpass to Bandpass by Pascal Matrix".

As in the previous example, firstly, the conversion matrices whose elements are calculated by using (15) are estab-
lished in the form of (14). Note that these matrices are the same since the orders of numerator and denominator polynomials are equal, i.e. $m = 4$ and $n = 4$ in the chosen example. In this case, conversion matrices are calculated as:

$$Q_{nm}^D = Q_{mn}^D = \begin{bmatrix} 16 & 16 & 16 & 16 & 16 \\ 32T & 16T & 0 & -16T & -32T \\ 24T^2 & 0 & -8T^2 & 0 & 24T^2 \\ 8T^3 & -4T^3 & 0 & 4T^3 & -8T^3 \\ T^4 & -T^4 & T^4 & -T^4 & T^4 \end{bmatrix}$$ (20)

As an example, if the sampling period $T$ is taken as $T = 0.95$ in (20), the corresponding analogue band-pass TF co-efficients can easily be obtained from the expressions defined in (16a) and (16b):

$$g = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 20.2102 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}^T$$

$$p = \begin{bmatrix} 15.3712 & 24.9250 & 27.1450 & 5.6237 & 0.7825 \end{bmatrix}^T$$

Thus, if these coefficients are placed in (12), the analogue rational TF corresponding to (19) is in the form of:

$$H(s) = \frac{20.2102s^2}{15.3712 + 24.9250s + 27.1450s^2 + 5.6237s^3 + 0.7825s^4}$$

Frequency characteristics of the digital and associated analogue band-pass TFs are illustrated in Figure 2. In the same figure, four frequency characteristics of associated analogue TFs obtained by using the conversion matrices given in (20) for $T = 0.2$, $T = 0.52$, $T = 0.95$ and $T = 1.4$ are plotted.

**Automatic and fast**

In this paper, two simple algorithms have been proposed to perform the conversions from the $s$-domain to $z$-domain (A/D) and $z$-domain to $s$-domain (D/A) by choosing the sampling period $T$ arbitrarily. These conversions are realised with the conversion matrices that are the functions of sampling period $T$. In the proposed algorithms, we do not need to calculate any matrix inversions to arrive at the relevant system TFs, so that we need only simple matrix operations. It is worthwhile to point out that the presented algorithms are simple and fast, and they provide great facilities to perform the A/D and D/A conversions, especially for higher order rational system TFs.

They are particularly useful in the conversions of higher order transfer functions and their common feature is that the sampling interval $T$ can be chosen arbitrarily.

Several examples have been presented to demonstrate how the proposed algorithms work. Essentially, these procedures can easily be carried out on a computer automatically and fast.
Every motor control circuit can be divided into drive electronics and controlling software. These two pieces can be fairly simple or extremely complicated, depending upon the motor type, the system requirements and the hardware/software complexity trade-off.

Generally, higher performance systems require more complicated hardware. The tips below describe some basic circuits and software building blocks commonly used to control motors.

**TIP 1: Drive software: Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) algorithms**

Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) is critical to modern digital motor controls. By adjusting the pulse width, the speed of a motor can be efficiently controlled without larger linear power stages. Some PICmicro MCU devices have hardware PWM modules on them. These modules are built into the Capture/Compare/PWM (CCP) peripheral. CCP peripherals are intended for a single PWM output, while the Enhanced CCP (ECCP) is designed to produce the complete H-Bridge output for bidirectional Brushed DC motor control. If cost is a critical design point, and a PICmicro microcontroller device with a CCP module may not be available, software-generated PWM is a good alternative.

The following algorithms are designed to efficiently produce an 8-bit PWM output on the mid-range family of PICmicro microcontrollers. These algorithms are implemented as macros. If you want these macros to be a subroutine in your program, simply remove the macro statements and replace them with a label and a return statement.

**Code 1: 1 output 8-bit PWM**

```assembly
pwm_counter equ xxx ;variable
pwm equ xxx ;variable
set_pwm macro A ;sets the pwm
;setpoint to the
;value A
MOVLW A
MOVWF pwm
endm
update_PWM macro
;performs one update
;of the PWM signal
;place the PWM output
;pin at bit 0 or 7 of
;the port
MOVF pwm_counter, w ;is on bit 0
RLF PORTC, f ;the correct port if
SUBWF pwm, w
;if the output
;replace PORTC with
;the output is on bit
;7 of the port
;replace the rlf with
;rrf incf
;PWM_counter, f
endm
```

**Code 2: 8 output 8-bit PWM**

```assembly
pwm_counter equ xxx ;variable
pwm0 equ xxx ;
pwm1 equ pwm0+1
pwm2 equ pwm1+1
pwm3 equ pwm2+1
pwm4 equ pwm3+1
pwm5 equ pwm4+1
pwm6 equ pwm5+1
pwm7 equ pwm6+1
output equ pwm7+1
set_pwm macro A, b ;sets pwm b with
;the value A
MOVLW pwm0
ADDLW b
MOVF fsr
MOVLW a
MOVWF index
endm
update_PWM macro
;performs one
;update of all 8
;PWM signals
;must be on the
;same port
MOVF pwm_counter, w
SUBWF pwm0, w
RLF output, f
MOVF pwm_counter, w
SUBWF pwm1, w
RLF output, f
MOVF pwm_counter, w
SUBWF pwm2, w
RLF output, f
MOVF pwm_counter, w
SUBWF pwm3, w
RLF output, f
MOVF pwm_counter, w
SUBWF pwm4, w
RLF output, f
MOVF pwm_counter, w
SUBWF pwm5, w
RLF output, f
MOVF pwm_counter, w
SUBWF pwm6, w
RLF output, f
MOVF pwm_counter, w
SUBWF pwm7, w
endm
```

**TIP 2: Drive software: Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) algorithms**

Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) is critical to modern digital motor controls. By adjusting the pulse width, the speed of a motor can be efficiently controlled without larger linear power stages. Some PICmicro MCU devices have hardware PWM modules on them. These modules are built into the Capture/Compare/PWM (CCP) peripheral. CCP peripherals are intended for a single PWM output, while the Enhanced CCP (ECCP) is designed to produce the complete H-Bridge output for bidirectional Brushed DC motor control. If cost is a critical design point, and a PICmicro microcontroller device with a CCP module may not be available, software-generated PWM is a good alternative.

The following algorithms are designed to efficiently produce an 8-bit PWM output on the mid-range family of PICmicro microcontrollers. These algorithms are implemented as macros. If you want these macros to be a subroutine in your program, simply remove the macro statements and replace them with a label and a return statement.
**Tip 2: Writing a PWM value to the CCP registers with a mid-range PICmicro MCU**

The two PWM LSB's are located in the CCPCON register of the CCP. This can make changing the PWM period frustrating for a developer. Codes 3 to 5 show three macros written for the mid-range product family that can be used to set the PWM period.

The first macro takes a 16-bit value and uses the 10 MSb's to set the PWM period. The second macro takes a 16-bit value and uses the 10 LSb's to set the PWM period. The last macro takes 8 bits and sets the PWM period. This assumes that the CCP is configured for no more than 8 bits.

**Code 3: Left-justified 16-bit macro**
```
pwm_tmp equ xxx ;this variable must be
setPeriod macro a
    ;allocated someplace
    ;a is 2 SFR's in
    ;Low:High arrangement
    ;the 10 MSb's are the
    ;desired PWM value
    RRF a,w ;This macro will
    change w
    MOVWF pwm_tmp
    RRF 0x30
    ANDLW 0xOF
    IORLW PWMCON
    MOVWF a+1,w
    MOVWF CCP1CON
```

**Code 4: Right-justified 16-bit macro**
```
pwm_tmp equ xxx ;this variable must be
setPeriod macro a
    ;allocated someplace
    ;a is 2 SFR's in
    ;Low:High arrangement
    ;the 10 LSb's are the
    ;desired PWM value
    SWAPF a,w ;This macro will
    change w
    ANDLW 0x30
    IORLW 0xOF
    MOVWF CCP1CON
    RLF a,w
    MOVWF pwm_tmp,f
    pwm_tmp, w
    RRF 0x30
    IORLW CCP1CON
    MOVWF a,w
    MOVWF pwm_tmp
    RRF CCP1CON
```

**Code 5: 8-bit macro**
```
pwm_tmp equ xxx ;this variable must be
setPeriod macro a
    ;allocated someplace
    ;a is 1 SFR
    ;This macro will
    ;change w
    ANDLW 0x30
    IORLW 0x0F
    MOVWF CCP1CON
    RRF a,w
    MOVWF pwm_tmp
    RRF pwm_tmp,w
    MOVWF CCP1CON
```

---

**Figure 1: Resistive high-side current sensing**

**Figure 2: Resistive low-side current sensing**

**Figure 3: Magnetic current sensing**
Tips 'n' Tricks

**TIP 3: Current sensing**
The torque of an electric motor can be monitored and controlled by keeping track of the current flowing through the motor. Torque is directly proportional to the current. Current can be sensed by measuring the voltage drop through a known value resistor or by measuring the magnetic field strength of a known value inductor. Current is generally sensed at one of two places: the supply side of the drive circuit (high-side current sense) or the sink side of the drive circuit (low-side current sense). Low-side sensing is much simpler but the motor will no longer be grounded, causing a safety issue in some applications. High-side current sensing generally requires a differential amplifier with a common mode voltage range within the voltage of the supply.

Current measurement can also be accomplished using a Hall Effect sensor to measure the magnetic field surrounding a current carrying wire. Naturally, this Hall Effect sensor can be located on the high side or the low side of the load. The actual location of the sensor does not matter because the sensor does not rely upon the voltage on the wire.

---

**Win a Microchip rfPIC Development Tool**

Electronics World is offering its readers the chance to win a Microchip rfPIC Development Kit. The kit provides an easy way to evaluate low-power RF communication links for embedded control applications. Designed to work in tandem with the PICkit 1 Flash Starter Kit, the rfPIC Development Kit 1 includes transmitter and receiver modules supporting frequencies of 315MHz and 433MHz.

The receiver modules feature an rfRXD0420 device that plug directly into the PICkit 1 development board. The modules are available separately so designers can create several prototypes based on the same module, without having to develop an actual RF design. All the design files are available, offering users the ability to migrate their module design into the application for lower cost volume production. Target applications for the rfPIC family include remote control, wireless sensors, automotive and home security.

The self-contained rfPIC12F675 transmitter modules are based on a PICmicro 20-pin Flash microcontroller that features an integrated UHF RF transmitter. The transmitter modules feature button inputs for remote control functions and analogue input that can be used for the evaluation of the microcontroller A/D converter peripherals. Code can be developed using Microchip’s MPLAB Integrated Development Environment. Programming the microcontroller is easily accomplished by plugging the modules into the PICkit 1 Flash Starter Kit.

For the chance to win, log onto www.microchip-comp.com/ew-rfpic

The winner of the Microchip PICDEM MC Development Board for Motor Control Design competition is:

**Stefan Hansen, Development Technical Engineer, OJ Electronics, Denmark**

---
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**RoHS**

**WHAT’S ALL THE FUSS ABOUT?**

RoHS (the Restriction of the use of certain Hazardous Substances) and WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment) is the equivalent of Y2K for the electronics industry. The upcoming EU environmental directives are the most significant developments in electronics legislation to happen in many years and will completely revolutionise the way electrical and electronic products are designed, sold, recovered and recycled. Worryingly, many design engineers are still not fully aware that the upcoming legislation will affect them. For those who are, many questions remain unanswered. Complicated exemption rules, uncertainty about how the directives will be enforced, obsolescence and component availability has left engineers unsure of what they need to do and when. The clock is ticking. With only several months to go, there’s no time to lose in the transition to RoHS. If compliant components aren’t already part of the design cycle it could well be too late.

**Q:** What is the status of materials that have crystalline structure, like steel or granite, where some crystals may fail RoHS?

A: Many materials are not homogeneous if examined with a sufficiently powerful microscope but the definition given by the EC is provided to explain the intended meaning of “homogeneous materials”. The term mechanical disjointing is used as it indicates methods where one material can be physically separated from another and the example techniques given are all simple methods – no microscope required. Therefore, it is the intention that a plastic containing particles of pigment, filler, etc is one homogeneous material. Granite would also be one homogeneous material as would a crystalline alloy but a coating on steel which can be mechanically disjointed (e.g. abraded off) would be a separate homogeneous material.

**Q:** Are battery chargers covered by the Battery Directive?

A: No. The RoHS category a battery charger will fall into is dependent on its application... a charger for a mobile phone would be category 3, a hand drill category 6 etc.

**Q:** Is there any impact on manufacturers that operate outside the European Union (EU)?

A: A manufacturer outside the EU, who exports equipment into an EU country where they have a “presence” such as a subsidiary, sales office, distributor etc, has to register in that country and take care of the financial provision for the recycling of the equipment at end of life.

**Q:** What is the current status on exemptions?

A: At the time of writing, 14 exemptions are already in place, a further eight have been approved, 19 are under review and 23 new ones are currently out to tender.

**Q:** Are batteries covered by RoHS?

A: No, although they will be recycled at equipment end of life. There is a dedicated directive in the pipeline for batteries and it is expected that batteries, such as NiCads, will be banned other than exemptions such as medical, security and handheld equipment.

**Q:** Are battery chargers covered by the Battery Directive?

A: No. The RoHS category a battery charger will fall into is dependent on its application... a charger for a mobile phone would be category 3, a hand drill category 6 etc.

**Q:** Will a certificate of compliance satisfy due diligence?

A: A certificate will go towards satisfying due diligence but it is also recommended to have a robust “risk assessment” procedure in place covering both high-risk manufacturers and high-risk materials.

**Q:** Who takes the Producer liability when a piece of equipment is refurbished?

A: If the equipment is refurbished, but otherwise unchanged, the original Producer remains responsible for recycling at end of life.

**Q:** What about Military?

A: RoHS does not apply to military/national security equipment, but only where the equipment’s sole use is military/national security.

**Q:** Which lead-free solder is recommended?

A: Tin-silver-copper (SnAgCu) is the global alloy choice. Over time it is possible that more bismuth may be used to help bring the melting point temperature down (today it is important that there is no contamination with lead).

**Q:** What can I do with equipment that I have not sold on July 1st 2006?

A: Providing the equipment is placed on the market, in a warehouse etc, it can be sold after July and also be maintained or repaired using non-compliant components. All equipment put on the market from July 1st 2006 must be RoHS compliant.

Gary Nevison is chairman of the AFDEC RoHS team, board director at Electronics Yorkshire and head of product market strategy at Farnell InOne. As such he is our industry expert who will try and answer any questions that you might have relating to the issues of RoHS and WEEE. Your questions will be published together with Gary’s answers in the following issues of Electronics World.

Please email your questions to EWeditor@nexusmedia.com, marking them as RoHS or WEEE.
Demystifying Switching Power Supplies
Raymond A. Mack, Jr.
Newnes (Elsevier)

This is a title in the 'Demystifying Technology Series', described as "Books By Engineers, For Engineers". This book certainly fits that description: written from the perspective of an experienced and practising designer, it is aimed squarely at the design engineer whose field is not primarily in switching power supplies, but who is faced with the task of designing one. Theory is kept to a minimum; the emphasis is on the practical design choices, component selection and design calculations, required to get to the point of building a working design that can then be tested and refined in the lab. The mathematics should present no difficulty to most engineers - it is mostly the application of familiar relations e.g., \[ V = L(\frac{di}{dt}), \quad X_C = \frac{1}{2 \pi f C} \].

Chapter 1 describes the basic operation of the circuit topologies most commonly used: buck, boost, inverting, buck-boost and various transformer-isolated converters (flyback, forward, half and full bridge). Inductorless charge-pump circuits are also described - this is a useful topic to include, as these can often be a more suitable alternative than the boost circuit that uses an inductor.

The resonant mode converter is briefly discussed in Chapter 2, but not treated further. There is a brief discussion (with a design example) of the SEPIC converter in Chapter 4.

Chapter 2 is devoted to the control circuits that provide such functions as closed-loop regulation of the output voltage, current limiting and soft-start. Control theory
Book Review

(which could have occupied many densely mathematical pages) is mostly avoided – justifiably so, given the practical purpose of the book and the fact that most controller ICs used today are current mode, making loop compensation easier.

The author describes a practical technique (from a Linear Technology application note) he uses to optimise the loop response. This section of the book could have been made more helpful by including some screen-shots from an oscilloscope, showing what to recognise in the transient response during the adjustment procedure.

The input circuit (for off-line supplies) is discussed in Chapter 3. This gives brief coverage of input-voltage switching, EMI filtering, power-factor control, inrush current limiting, input hold-up time and safety agency requirements.

Chapters 4 and 5 contain one or two design examples for each of the topologies introduced in Chapter 1. Here, it is as if we are sat next to the author as he goes through the process of choosing components from manufacturer’s websites, applying rules-of-thumb, jotting down calculations on a notepad and occasionally backtracking when things don’t meet the objectives he is trying to achieve. Not the easiest bedtime reading, but this will be the most frequently referred-to part of the book when we have to do a design ourselves.

Of particular value is the discussion of alternative methods of getting a feedback signal from the output, across the isolation barrier, to the switch driver on the primary side of off-line supplies. Conventional circuits (using an opto-coupler) are also described.

An appropriate choice of components is of vital importance to achieving performance and reliability. Chapter 6 describes the characteristics of various types of resistors and capacitors (including Niobium and Solid Polymer). Chapter 7 describes semiconductor components: first the characteristics of various diodes are contrasted; then bipolar and Mosfet transistors are discussed, together with the circuits around them (drivers and snubbers) that are needed for performance and reliability. IGBTs are briefly discussed.

Chapter 8 introduces us to the selection and design of inductors, describing core materials and design calculations. Chapter 9 similarly treats transformers and includes design examples for a flyback transformer and a forward converter core.

The book concludes with two complete design examples, bringing together the earlier material: a “true sine wave” inverter/uninterruptible power supply, and an off-line supply for a PC.

Throughout the book, the author points us to many valuable application notes available on the Internet. For most of us, this will be a more easily accessed source of additional information than other books and is of more immediate value to the design task in hand. It would have been useful, though, if the references were gathered together in an annotated bibliography.

Another quibble I have is with the illustrations. In one figure, shaded areas that are referred to in the text (essential to understanding the explanation) are missing. In addition, the axes on some of the graphs should be better labelled.

More thorough exposition and detail can be found in the classic guides in this field: Pressman’s ‘Switching Power Supply Design’ or Billings’ ‘Switchmode Power Supply Handbook’. This book, being recently written (2004/5), has the advantage of discussing newer components and is more focused on the essentials of getting designs up and running.

David Ashby

If you want to buy a copy of any of the books featured in Electronics World, you will receive a 15% discount, by writing to us at the usual address or emailing us on EWeditor@nexusmedia.com

THE SCHURTER RANGE AT A GLANCE
A Novel Single-Capacitor, Single-Current-Conveyor, Sinusoidal Oscillator

The well-known current-conveyor-based Schmitt-trigger square wave generator is shown to behave as a sinusoidal oscillator at relatively high frequencies. This is attributed to the widely ignored parasitic elements associated with terminal y of the current conveyor.

Figure 1 shows a simplified model for the second-generation plus-type current-conveyor (CCII+). This circuit can also be used for modelling the current-feedback operational-amplifier (CFOA) formed of a CCII+ followed by a voltage-follower.

At relatively low frequencies, the parasitic capacitances $C_x$, $C_y$ and $C_z$, and the parasitic resistors $R_x$, $R_y$ and $R_z$ can be ignored and the CCII+ can be treated as an ideal device with $i_x = v_x$, $v_y$ and $i_z = 0$. At relatively high frequencies these parasitic elements cannot be ignored and usually they produce additional poles that may degrade the performance of the circuits built around the CCII+ or the CFOA.

![Figure 1: Simplified model for the AD844](image)

\[ r_x = 50\Omega, R_x = 10M\Omega, R_z = 3M\Omega, C_z = C_y = 2pF, C_x = 4.5pF \]

However, by exploiting these parasitic elements, it is possible to develop new CCII- and CFOA-based circuits using reduced number of externally connected passive components. For example, resistance $R_z$ has been exploited to develop a current-controlled current-conveyor and a new range of current-conveyor-based circuits has also been developed using only externally connected capacitors.

On the other hand, by exploiting the capacitance $C_y$ and the resistance $R_y$, CCII- and CFOA-based sinusoidal oscillators using reduced number of externally connected passive components were developed. No attempt has been reported for exploiting to advantage the parasitic elements $C_y$ and $R_y$.

On the other hand, the current-conveyor based Schmitt-trigger circuit shown in Figure 2 is widely used as a square wave generator. In the analysis of this circuit, it is usually assumed that the current conveyor non-idealities are represented by the parasitic capacitance $C_x$ and the parasitic resistance $R_x$ associated with terminal x. Usually, the parasitic resistance $R_y$ and the parasitic capacitance $C_y$ associated with terminal y are ignored.

No attempt has been reported for studying the performance of the circuit of Figure 2 if the effect of the parasitic at terminal y is taken into consideration. It is, therefore, the major intention of this paper to investigate the performance of this circuit using the model shown in Figure 1.

**Analysis**

Using the CCII+ simplified model of Figure 1, routine analysis yields the characteristic equation of the circuit of Figure 2 that can be expressed as **Equation 1:**

\[ sC_T R_z (R_z / R_y) - (1 + sC_T R_z) (R_z (1 + sC_y (R_z / R_y))) = 0 \]

where $C_T = C_x + C_y$ and $C$ are the externally connected capacitance. Therefore, by equating the real and imaginary parts of Equation (1) to zero, i.e. using the Barkhausen criterion, the frequency and condition of oscillation of the circuit of Figure 2 can be expressed as

\[ \omega_0^2 = \frac{1}{C_T C_y R_z (R_z / R_y)} \]

and

\[ (R_z / R_y) (C_T - C_y) = C_T R_z \]  \hfill (3)

Inspection of Equations (2) and (3) clearly shows that by proper selection of the externally connected capacitance $C$ and resistance $R_z$, sinusoidal oscillation can be obtained from the circuit of Figure 2. Moreover, if $C_T >> C_y$ and $R_z >> R_y$, as is practically the case, then Equations (2) and (3) reduce to

\[ \omega_0^2 = \frac{1}{C_T C_y R_z} \]  \hfill (4)

\[ R_z = R_y \]  \hfill (5)

Inspection of Equations (4) and (5), shows that the frequency of oscillation can be controlled by adjusting the external capacitance $C$ without disturbing the condition of oscillation. However, the
condition of oscillation cannot be controlled without disturbing the frequency of oscillation.

**Experimental Results**

The circuit of Figure 2 was tested using the AD844 configured as a CCII+. With additional built-in voltage buffer, the AD844 provides a low-output impedance sinusoidal signal for further processing. The results obtained with $R_1 = 4.74 \Omega$ and $R_2 = 63.0 \Omega$ are shown in Figure 3 for different values of the capacitance $C$. In all cases the DC supply of the AD844 was $\pm 10V$ and the amplitude of the sinusoidal output voltage was around 7.7V. It appears from Figure 3 that, by exploiting the parasitic of the CCII+, the circuit of Figure 2 can provide sinusoidal oscillations with frequencies of the order of few MHz.

Muhammad Taher Abuelma’atti
and Munir Ahmad Al-Absi
King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals
Saudi Arabia

---

**Single Comparator Performs V-to-F Conversion**

For transmission paths that are long and noisy, it is recommendable to convert an analogue information signal to a pulse train so that it can be sent and decoded more accurately. This process involves a voltage-to-frequency conversion (VFC). For applications where absolute accuracy is not required, the VFC shown in Figure 1 offers a simple and low-cost alternative.

The circuit works as follows. Assuming that the input ($V_i$) is a constant dc, the circuit behaves essentially as an astable multivibrator. Frequency is determined by $R$, $C$, and the threshold voltages at the non-inverting input ($V_+$). In the first case, if $V_i$ is higher than the voltage at the inverting input ($V_-$), then output ($V_o$) is high and the diode is reverse-biased. This allows $C$ to charge via $R$ while $V_+$ is equal to $V_i$. At the point when the rising voltage at $C$ exceeds $V_-$, $V_o$ goes low.

In this case, where $V_-$ is now higher than $V_+$, the diode is forward-biased. This forces $V_+$ to assume a voltage that is 0.7V above ground potential. Consequently $C$ discharges via $R$ until its voltage ($=V_-$) falls below 0.7V ($=V_+$). At that point, $V_o$ snaps back to high and the cycle repeats. Figure 2 illustrates the timing diagram for the circuit.

For an ideal op-amp and diode, it can be shown that the high and low times of the output are found using the following formula:

\[ T_H = RC \ln \left( \frac{V_{cc} - 0.7}{V_{cc} - V_i} \right) \]  
\[ T_L = RC \ln \left( \frac{V_i}{0.7} \right) \]

where $V_i$ is greater than 0.7 but less than $V_{cc}$. Then the period is given by $T=T_H + T_L$ and the output frequency is $f=\frac{1}{T}$.

Note that $f$ is determined by $V_i$. In fact, by trying out numerous values of $V_i$, it is found that $f$ is inversely related to $V_i$. For the circuit in Figure 1, the output frequency varies from 10kHz to 40kHz when $V_i$ is adjusted from 7.00V to 2.00V.

Arthur E. Edang
Don Bosco Technical College
Philippines

---

Figure 1

Figure 2
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The Indago is a satellite navigation system with a difference; several features keep it streets ahead of other units on the market. A top-end product aimed at those who want superior build and design quality, it uses Navteq digital mapping, the most accurate software available. It is the only system to use the comprehensive Enigma database, giving advanced audio and visual warnings of UK and European accident problem spots, speed cameras, speed limits and schools. It also offers over 1,000,000 ‘points of interest’ - from cash machines and petrol stations to tourist attractions and shopping centres - so you’ll always know what’s around the corner.

Around £599.95
www.indagosatnav.co.uk

With the Electronic Wine Warmer and Chiller, you can get your wine to the perfect temperature within minutes. This snazzy gadget doesn’t simply warm all reds to one temperature and cool all whites to another, however; you select the precise type of grape you are drinking to take it to the exact temperature at which it tastes its best. The subtle differences in the grapes mean that they are at their optimum taste at slightly varying temperatures, so it uses Peltier Thermal technology to warm or chill your wine to the exact best temperature. It also maintains this temperature whilst you drink. The gadget needs no messy ice and doesn’t use a noisy compressor, it is just quick, clean and simple to use.

Around £69.99
www.drinkstuff.com
or 08707 602 182

MagneticTime MT1 is a piece of software for iPods, PCs, PDAs and mobiles which allows you to listen to emails and Word documents in MP3 format while travelling, commuting or even exercising. Outlook, Outlook Express and Word documents can be accessed audibly since they are automatically converted to MP3 files. These audio files are created to take advantage of the standard functions of any MP3 player, so emails and documents can be played, paused, stopped, skipped back and forward, and filed in Playlists, etc.

Around £23
www.magnetictime.com

Netgear is making the world’s first Skype wireless mobile telephone. The Wi-Fi phone will work wherever you are connected to a wireless Internet access point – be that in a home, office, cafe, or public hotspot etc. This makes head-phones or USB phones plugged into a computer obsolete. Pre-loaded with Skype’s software, all you need to do after turning on the phone is enter a Skype username and password. The Skype software pulls up your full contact list, displays the connection status on the phone screen and allows you to connect to any other Skype user for free. The phone will also allow you to connect to non-Skype users with the SkypeOut feature.

Price not yet known
http://tools.netgear.com/skype
Thermal imager offers high-res at low cost

Irisys has launched the IRI4010, a thermal imager aimed at the preventative maintenance market but at a lower entry-level cost. Its pixel resolution is 160 x 120 and measuring range of between -10°C and 250°C.

This portable device has an integrated colour LCD screen with an LED backlight. It has the capacity to store up to 1000 high quality images through an SD card.

Two measurement cursors highlight temperature and temperature differences, while a Class II laser focuses on the central measurement area for ease of identification of specific hot spots.

The imager has a 200 x 150 field of view lens and a maximum focus of 30cm.

The price of the unit costs £3500.

www.irisys.co.uk

Carrier-class synchronisation chip for ATCA and MicroTCA

Single-chip, ultra-low jitter synchroniser that solves the timing challenges posed by the popular AdvancedTCA (telecommunications computing architecture), AMC (advanced mezzanine card) and MicroTCA architectures is now available from Zarlink Semiconductor.

While easy to use and adaptable, AMCs do not provide redundant timing reference inputs to support carrier-grade timing. The holdover capability of the ZL30117 chip enables it to ride out the complete loss of its incoming reference, which can occur when switching from a failed clock unit to a back-up clock unit. The ZL30117 PLL continues to operate in full compliance with network requirements for several seconds after losing its reference, allowing time for the system to provide another reference source to the AMC.

The ZL30117 device accepts three reference inputs, supporting clock frequencies in any multiple of 8kHz up to 77.76MHz, as well as supporting 2kHz. The ZL30117 chip can directly lock to any of the standard clock input frequencies available to an AMC.

www.products.zarlink.com/profiles/

Body control MCUs for automotive uses

NEC Electronics announced a new line of microcontrollers (MCUs) - the Fx2 series of 8-bit MCUs and Fx3 series of 32-bit MCUs. The family is based on the company’s G.15 microprocessor technology with embedded flash memory, optimised for automotive body and safety control applications, for systems including air conditioning, windscreen wipers control, power windows, sliding doors, seat controls, smart keyless entry systems, anti-theft mechanisms and intelligent airbags.

The new product line-up is comprised of 29 devices: 13 based on the 78K0TM 8-bit CPU core and 16 devices based on the V850ESTM 32-bit CPU core. The devices are available in pin counts ranging from 44 to 176, and memory configurations from 32kB up to 1MB Flash.

The 78K0 series uses SuperFlash technology by Silicon Storage Technology; all products support the CAN and LIN protocols.

The products in the Fx3 series of MCUs are pin-compatible with NEC Electronics’s previous-generation Fx2 series of MCUs.

www.necel.com

Two new dsPIC devices

The dsPIC30F5015 and dsPIC30F5016 are the latest two additions to Microchip’s series of 16-bit dsPIC Digital Signal Controllers (DSCs). They feature an advanced PWM, designed for motor control, power conversion and lighting applications; a 1MSPS 10-bit A/D converter; 66kB of Flash memory and an operation of 30MIPS using an internal oscillator. These new devices are ideal for applications that drive power FETs and require advanced algorithmic processing.

The dsPIC30F5015 and dsPIC30F5016 will operate from 2.5 to 5.5 volts, which is valuable for analogue noise immunity or minimising voltage-translation logic. The devices are available to operate over an extended temperature range of -40°C to +125°C.

Additional key features include: 2kB of RAM; 1kB of on-chip EEPROM; 8-output advanced PWM; 4 duty-cycle generators; 10-bit analogue-to-digital converter with up to 16 signal channels; 4 channel simultaneous sampling and PWM trigger option; quadrature encoder interface for motor control applications; five 16-bit timers and CAN, SPI, I2C and UART peripherals.

www.microchip.com/dspic
Custom Built
Switched Potentiometers

PROTOTYPE SERVICE TO FULL PRODUCTION QUANTITIES

Terminations
Choice of solder tags or pcb pins.

Switch Action
Choice of rotary or push on / push off.

Rotary Switch
Ratings 1 or 4 amp, 250 volts, single or two pole, on/off or changeover.

Push Switch Ratings
10 amp, 250 volts, single pole.

Rotary Switch Actuation
Choice of switch actuation at either end of the rotational arc.

See www.omeg.com

OMEG LIMITED
IMBERHORNE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, EAST GRINSTEAD, WEST SUSSEX, RH19 1RJ
Tel: 01342 410420 Fax: 01342 316253 Email: sales@omeg.com

Rechargeable batteries with solder tags.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Price (ex VAT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NIMH</td>
<td>AA 2000mah</td>
<td>£2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C4Ah</td>
<td>£4.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D9Ah</td>
<td>£7.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICAD</td>
<td>AA 850mah</td>
<td>£1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C 2.5A</td>
<td>£3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D 4Ah</td>
<td>£4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PP3 150mah</td>
<td>£4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instrument case with edge connector and screw terminals

Size 112mm x 52mm x 105mm tall.
This box consists of a cream base with a PCB slot, a cover plate to protect your circuit, a black lid with a 12 way edge connector and 12 screw terminals built in (6mm pitch) and 2 screws to hold the lid on. The cream bases have minor marks from dust and handling.
Price £2.00 + VAT (£2.35) for a sample or £44.00 + VAT (£51.70) for a box.

66 battery pack originally intended to be used with an orbitel mobile telephone it contains 10 1.6Ah sub C batteries (42x22dia the size usually used in cordless screwdrivers etc.) the pack is new and unused and can be broken open quite easily £6.46 + VAT = £8.77
Please add £1.66 + VAT = £1.95 postage and packing per order.

JPG ELECTRONICS
Shaws Row, Old Road, Chesterfield S40 2RB
Tel: 01246 211202 Fax: 01246 550959
www.jpgelectronics.com
Mastercard/Visa/Switch
Callers welcome 9.30am to 5.30pm Monday to Saturday

Liquid Level Sensors
Flow Sensors
Reed Relays
Action Circuits
www.action-circuits.co.uk
Specialists in Chip Programming and SMD Reeling Services. Action Circuits (UK) Ltd offer subcontract services to the electronics industry second to none. We currently have trading partnerships with many Semiconductor manufacturers, distributors, OEM’s and OEM’s. Our component programming and tape & reeling service is available for high volume or sample quantities. If you are looking for a service to tape and reel components or program your OTP or Flash programmable devices, then our highly experienced staff are committed to offering you a device programming service, laser marking and component taping service with a quick turnaround at a very competitive cost.

Designer Systems Co
www.designersystems.co.uk
Electronic product design company with over a decade of experience promoting its own product range and designing and manufacturing innovative products for client companies/individuals.

Forest Electronics
www.forelec.co.uk
Electronic product design company with over a decade of experience promoting its own product range and designing and manufacturing innovative products for client companies/individuals.

Kalestead Ltd
www.kalestead.co.uk/cable.htm
At Kalestead we do not simply supply coiled leads from stock or “off the shelf”, the reason for this being that they are made to each customer’s specific requirements. We can, however, offer a quick turnaround using cable available from stock which can be coiled to your own specification. It is because of the specialised nature of our business that we are unable to provide a price list on our web site. Please do not hesitate to contact a member of our sales team who will discuss with you and supply you with an individual quotation.

Conford Electronics
www.confordelec.co.uk
Lightweight portable battery/mains audio units offering the highest technical performance. Microphone, Phantom Power and Headphone Amplifiers. Balanced/unbalanced signal lines with extensive RFI protection. Specialists

DB Technology
www.dbtechnology.co.uk

Harmonic Software Systems
www.harmonics.co.uk/harmonic.htm
Harmonic Software Systems develops embedded real-time systems and DSP solutions for industrial, commercial and military customers. We supply:
• VxWorks Board Support Packages and device drivers. • Software Development services. • Consultancy at excellent rates. • Safety critical systems up to SIL3. • Digital Signal Processing algorithms and kernel development.
We are experienced in developing systems utilising a wide range of technologies, including:
1. MIL-STD-1553 • Firewire IEEE 1394
2. Ethernet • CANBus • V RS232/422/485
3. ARM, MIPS, PowerPC, x86 • TMS320, Sharp
4. VME, DSP, PIC104 or custom hardware
Call us now on 01293 817635 to discuss your requirements.

Mushroom Components
www.surpletronics.com
Surpletronics is a brand new electronics components e-Store with a difference. We specialise in popular electronic components from leading manufacturers at rock bottom prices that you won’t find elsewhere. New lines are arriving every day and many of our products are one-off specials that may not be repeated.

Our products are all new, unused and are fully guaranteed. Ordering is simple, with UK shipment free for orders over £50 and payment is completed credit card. Goods are shipped that day for prompt delivery.

Surpletronics • serious about surplus. Tel: 0870 850 5258
Newbury Electronics
www.pcbtrain.com
PCB Train is a division of Newbury Electronics Ltd whose PCB manufacturing and assembling operations have been located in Newbury for almost 50 years. Why pay more for a prototype PCB and small batch PCB production? Established for over 5 years, PCB Train is now the UK’s leading supplier of prototype PCBs. The PCB Train concept has revolutionised the costs of PCB prototype and small batch PCB production. The low cost is achieved by making different designs of PCB on “panels” on fixed production schedules yielding huge savings which we pass on to you. Buy from PCB Train and receive professionally UK manufactured (IS EN 9001:2000 approved) prototype PCBs and small batch production runs of PCBs on time at prices a fraction of those typically quoted by our competitors.

Picotech
www.picotech.com
Established in 1991, Picotech Technology is a worldwide leader in the design, development and manufacture of high performance PC Oscilloscopes and Data Loggers. During this time Picotech has built up an impressive portfolio of products including the Picoscope 3000 series of PC Oscilloscopes, the USB TC-08 Thermocouple Data Logger and the award-winning Automotive Diagnostics Kit. We pride ourselves on offering innovative, high quality and affordable alternatives to traditional bench top test and measurement equipment, operating under the ISO9001:2000 quality system.

Beta Layout Ltd
www.pcb-pool.com
The best value Online PCB Prototyping Service Available. Instant online quotations & ordering (no pre registration).
We offer the following:
• No minimum quantity • No tooling charges • No drill limitations • 1 to 6 layers (prototype quantities) • Fr4,1.6mm & 35um HASL (Pb free/Non Weave) • Soldermask / Silkscreen (optional) • Leadtimes from 2 - 8 working days • Full DRC on all orders (we manually check every file) • PCB-POOL accepts direct outputs from 15 major layout softwares (see our website for details).
Download our fully functional PCB LAYOUT software FREE of charge.
Free Phone: 0800 3989560

Stewart Of Reading
www.stewart-of-reading.co.uk
Stewart of Reading is a small business with over 30 years experience in the surplus electronic test equipment market. We are well known within the industry, have a good reputation and successfully distribute stock worldwide. All equipment is fully tested and guaranteed before distribution. Stewart of Reading 174 King Street, Mortimer, Nr. Reading, Berkshire. RG7 3RS United Kingdom Tel: +44(0)118 933 1111 Fax: +44(0)118 933 2375
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ELECTRONICS WORLD
CD-ROM 1999 – 2004 £30 each

- Easy to use
- Easy to browse
- Full text and diagrams of all articles, circuit ideas, letters etc

Please send the following CD-ROMs:

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
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Controllers & Loggers

Here are just a few of the controller and data acquisition and control units we have. See website for full details. Suitable PSU for all units. Order Code: PSU345 £9.95

Infrared RC Relay Board
Individually control 12 onboard relays with included infrared remote control unit. Toggle or momentary. 15m+ range. 112x122mm. Supply: 12Vdc/0.5A
Kit Order Code: 3142KT - £42.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3142 - £52.95

PIC & ATMEL Programmers

We have a wide range of low cost PIC and ATMEL Programmers. Complete range and documentation available from our web site. Programmer Accessories:

40-pin Wide ZIF socket (ZIF40W) £15.00
18Vdc Power supply (PSU010) £19.95
Leads: Parallel (LDC136) £4.95 / Serial (LDC441) £4.95 / USB (LDC644) £2.95

New! USB 'All-Flash' PIC Programmer
USB programmer for all 'Flash' devices. No external power supply making it truly portable. Supplied with box and Windows Software. ZIF Socket and USB Plug A-B lead not included.
Assembled Order Code: AS312B - £39.95

“PICALL” PIC Programmer
Assembled Order Code: AS3117 - £24.95

ATMEL 89xxxx Programmer
Uses serial port and any standard terminal conns. program. 4 LED's display the status. ZIF sockets not included. Supply: 16-18Vdc.
Kit Order Code: 3123KT - £24.95

NEW! USB Serial Port PIC Programmer
Kit Order Code: 3149EKT - £37.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3149E - £52.95

Motor Drivers/Controllers

Here are just a few of our controller and driver modules for AC, DC, unipolar/bipolar stepper motors and servo motors. See website for full details.

New! Bidirectional DC Motor Controller
Controls the speed of most common DC motors (rated up to 32Vdc/5A) in both the forward and reverse direction. The range of control is from fully OFF to fully ON in both directions. The direction and speed are controlled using a single potentiometer. Screw terminal block for connections.
Kit Order Code: 3108KT - £54.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3108 - £64.95

DC Motor Speed Controller (5A/100V)
Control the speed of almost any common DC motor rated up to 100V/5A. Pulse width modulation output for maximum motor torque at all speeds. Supply: 5-15Vdc. Box supplied.
Dimensions (mm): 60Wx100Lx60H. Power supply making it truly portable. Supplied with box and
Assembled Order Code: AS3067 - £20.95

NEW! PC / Standalone Unipolar Stepper Motor Driver
Drives any 5, 6 or 8 lead unipolar stepper motor rated up to 6 Amps max. Provides speed and direction control. Operates in stand-alone or PC-controlled mode. Up to six 3179 driver boards can be connected to a single parallel port.
Supply: 9Vdc. PCB: 80x50mm.
Kit Order Code: 3179KT - £11.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3179 - £15.95

NEW! Infrared Remote Control Unit
Individually remote turn on/off any of 12 relays as desired. 4 indicator LED's. Rx, PCB 77x85mm, 12Vdc/6mA (standby). Two and ten channel versions also available.
Kit Order Code: 3180KT - £39.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3180 - £49.95

NEW! Bidirectional DC Motor Controller
Controls the speed of most common DC motors (rated up to 32Vdc/5A) in both the forward and reverse direction. The range of control is from fully OFF to fully ON in both directions. The direction and speed are controlled using a single potentiometer. Screw terminal block for connections.
Kit Order Code: 3108KT - £54.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3108 - £64.95

NEW! Bi-Polar Stepper Motor Driver
Drive any bi-polar stepper motor using externally supplied 5V levels for stepping and direction control. These usually come from software running on a computer.
Supply: 8-30Vdc. PCB: 75x85mm.
Kit Order Code: 3185KT - £14.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3185 - £20.95

NEW! DTMF Telephone Relay Switcher
Call your phone number using a DTMF phone from anywhere in the world and remotely turn on/off any of the 4 relays as desired. User settable Security Password, Anti-Tamper, Rings to Answer, Auto Hang-up and Lockout. Includes plastic case. Not BT approved. 130x110x30mm. Power: 12Vdc.
Kit Order Code: 3140KT - £44.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3140 - £64.95

Serial Isolated I/O Module
Computer controlled 8-channel relay board. 5A mains rated relay outputs. 4 isolated digital inputs. Useful in a variety of control and sensing applications. Controlled via serial port for programming (using our new Windows interface, terminal emulator or batch files). Includes plastic case 130x100x30mm.
Power Supply 12Vdc/500mA.
Kit Order Code: 3106KT - £54.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3106 - £64.95

Most items are available in kit form (KT suffix) or assembled and ready for use (AS prefix).

www.quasarelectronics.com

Secure Online Ordering Facilities • Full Product Listing, Descriptions & Photos • Kit Documentation & Software Downloads
Components wanted
Excess/Surplus
www.mushroom.co.uk
01234 363611
will collect anywhere in Europe
Instant Cash Settlement

Components wanted
For all your valves,
tubes, semi conductors
and ICs.
Langrex Supplies Limited
1 Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey CR0 2QP
TEL: 020 8684 1166 FAX: 020 8684 3056
**ISIS SCHEMATIC CAPTURE**

A powerful capture package tailored for today's engineer and designed to allow rapid entry of complex schematics for simulation and PCB Layout.

**PROSPICE MIXED MODE SIMULATOR**

A customised implementation of the industry standard Berkeley SPICE 3F5 engine with extensive optimisations and enhancements for true mixed mode simulation and circuit animation.

**VSM VIRTUAL SYSTEM MODELLING**

The world's first and best schematic based microcontroller co-simulation software. Proteus VSM allows you to simulate the interaction between software running on a microcontroller and any analog or digital electronics connected to it. This streamlines the project lifecycle and obviates the need for expensive hardware analysis tools.

**ARES PCB DESIGN**

A modern and professional layout package which seamlessly integrates with the ISIS capture software. Features such as autoplacement and autorouting, interactive DRC and an intuitive interface all serve to maximise productivity and reduce time to market.

---

**Labcenter Electronics Ltd.**

A technology pioneer in the EDA industry since 1988.
Technical support direct from the program authors.
Flexible packages and pricing tailored to customer requirements.

**Contact Us Now**

to discuss requirements or request a FREE evaluation copy.

Tel: 01756 753440
Fax: 01756 752857
Email: info@labcenter.co.uk

Labcenter Electronics Ltd., 53-55 Main Street, Grassington, North Yorks, BD23 5AA. Registered in England 4692454


The only company with the confidence to offer 12 month warranty as standard, with 24 month availability available.
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